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ASSESSMENT OF THE MORISON EQUATION

1.0 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Overview

The Morison Equation, derived 30 years ago, is an

engineering model used to determine wave forces on structures.

Given the geometry of the structure, the water particle

velocities and accelerations, and two empirical coefficients

(inertia and drag), the model allows the engineer to compute

hydrodynamic forces. The equation was based on a highly

idealized and simplified characterization of water, waves,

structures, and the physics of the flow of water around

structural elements.

The Morison Equation has become one of the cornerstones of

ocean engineering. It has been used to design literally

thousands of offshore structures. It is an integral part of

virtually every current code or guideline for design of offshore

structures.

In the 30 years since the introduction of the Morison

Equation, our general understanding of waves, wave forces, and

the flow of water around structural elements in ocean settings

has improved dramatically. Extensions to the Morison

--1-
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Equation have be' n investigated and, in som~e cases, applied in

the design of ocean structures.

An objective of this study has been to assess the extent to

which the Morison Equation --hould be applied in the design of

Naval offshore structures. A second objective of the study has

been to identify those areas of research and development that

could lead to important impro-vements in the applications and

reliability of the existing model, c:, which could lead to the

development of new analytical models.

1.2 Scope

This study has directed its primary attention to the

engineering design aspects of the Morison Equation. To the

designer of Naval offshore structures, the design process is

intended to produce structures having desirable performance and

acceptable costs. By necessity, the design process must

represent a realistic simplification of the complex physical

processes and uncertainties involved in the future interactions

of a Naval structure with its ocean environment.

In contrast to the design process, the research process

focuses on development of accurate representations and

characterizations of the complex realities of the interactions of

a structure with its ocean environment. Ioeally, the results of

the research process are distilled in a timely way into the

design process, making the complex simple, and the uncertain

certain, while preserving levels of safety at acceptable cost.
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The Morison Equation was originally proposed in the context

of a design process. The primary question is: in the light of

current knowledge, does the model represent a realistic and

reasonable characterization of the physical processes associated

with the interactions of offshore Naval structures with ocean

waves and currents?

'_om w care must be taken to distinguish between the specific

pecspectives of the Naval Civil Engineering Laboratory and the

perspectives of private offshore structure design firms and

industrial groups. Also, it is necessary to carefully

distingu'sh between the original Morison Equation, which is very

close to the form presently used in the Navy's design procedures,

and the other forms of the Morison Equation which represent the

state of practice of the commercial offshore industry. Various

advanced formas of the Morison Equation currently are in use by

industry. These forms depend on the particular problem at hand,

as well as the experience of the particular design firm or its

engineers. In many cases, this experience is shielded from the

Navy by proprietary restrictions. Consequently, it is necessary

to synthesize and summarize these Morison Equation-based

procedures before the limitations and areas for potential

advancement of present uses of the equation can be clearly

documented and presented.

-3-



It must also be kept in mind that an evaluation of the

Moriso t Equation depends ort the particular needs of the user.

Conservative design may be a cceptable to petroleum industry

platform owners, as the platforms must support personnel and

expensive equipment, as well as producing an income-generating

and essential public resour(e. However, [oe Navy facilities,

when automated and unmanned offshore platLor,,s are needed, the

conservatism may not be warranted. This difference in

perspective causes the need for a full explanation of the

strengths and weaknesses of the present state of practice design

methods utilizing the Morison Equation.

It is at this point that three other aspects of scope of

this study must be introduced.

1. In this study, the Morison Equation has been examined

in the context of offshour. structures. Structures

located within the surf or coastal zoies have not been

considered.

2. The equation has been examined in the context of

offshore structures that are comprised of elements that 4

are small relative to the waves that produce hydrc-

dynamic forces of primary concern. Large breakwaters

and monolithic structures (similar to concrete gravity

platforms installed in the North Sea) are beyond the

scope of this study, and fundamentally are beyond the

scope originally intended for the Morison Equation.
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The study does include consideration of fixed

Naval ocean structures. This class of structures

includes3 bottom-supported platforms in deep and shallow

water, sea-floor connected or tethered floating

platforms, and pipelines.

13. The third aspect of scope concerns the quantiLfications

that are required as input to the Morison Equation.

This study has been directed primarily at an assessment

of the competency of the Morison Equation itself. The

descriptions of structure geometry and water particle

velocities and accelerations, although important, are

beyond the primary scope intended for this study.

It must also be recognized that the Morison Equation

represents only one step or part of a process intended to result

in characterizing wave forces appropriate for design of Naval

structures. in a very generalized and simplified sense, this

process proceeds through six steps:

I. Characterization of the sea state of design interest.

2. Characterization of the water column kinematics

associated with the design sea state.

3. Characterization of the structure (including geometry,

roughness, stiffness, mass, buoyancy, strength, energy

dissipation characteristics).

-5-
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4. Characterization of the interactions of the structure

with the motions oC the water column.

5. Definition of the empirical coef-ficients (drag and

inertia) incorporated in the Morison Equation.

6. Characterization (.f the hydrodynaic forces on the

stcucture utilizing the Morison L'quation or model.

1.3 Summary

This section summarizes some of the pcincipal findings

developed during this study.

The original Morison Equation has undergone a series of

modifications since it was introduced. These modifications have

altered the form of the terms in the equation. Furthermore, the

use of the equation depends very much on the appropriate choice

of the force coefficient values as well as the particular way in

which the structural elements and w-ive kinematics are treated.

At present, the Morison Equation cannot be described or evaluated

without full reference to the context of the design problem and

form of the equation considered.

In this context, the Morison Equation has proved to be a

nseful tool for computing design wave forces on certain types of

offshore structures. Its future use seems assured. As stated in

Section 1.2, the Morison Equation must be viewed as a design-

oriented model. Further, it must be viewed as one part of an

overall process intended to develop design wave force

descriptions.
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This stody indicates that use of an advanced form of the

Mormon 'luation in the design of a givefi class of NavaL offshore

:tcurctures is warcanted. Coastal or surf zone facilities are

'xcepted, as are very large breakwaters or monolithic structures

t h.t havu geometries comparable with those of the design waves.

) ections 3 and 4 dificuss the operating regimes where present data

ind tifior.iiat ion indicates that the equation is and is not

applicable or is questionable.

The principal concerns with the Navy's future use and

deveopTent oLf Morison Equation-based design procedures focus on:

1. The modernization of the Navy's design standards to

bring them in line with the iiore advanced methods and

practices of the offshore industry.

2. Consideration of NCEL toward developing a central role

in the government's guidance, support and development

of c-search and development activities based on

"xtendinq and eventually replacing the Morison

Equation.

3. Supporting research leading to better description of

the water particle vel-cities and accelerations, given

the characterization of the sea state and the stuct -ire

interacting with that sea state.

4. Supporting research leading to better quantificati-on of

the empirical coefficients.
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5. Encourclqing basic research on the iluid dynamics of

osci [latory flow .around structural members.

The first two items Li ;tLed above reqiire NCEL to det[ine its

objectiie. in the priginatic pjuestion of its 17equire;.lents in

de.,igingn or evaluating the design of future Naval offshore

structures, as well as its role in guiding the advancement of

research and .;evelopment in i he area of computing wave forces on

ocean structures. Much of the research an-' development on this

subject is presently in the hands of industry. This limits the

access of the Navy to tl'e in st ,u)-to-date advancements. Further-

more, the Navy's needs and requi-.ements are not identical to

those of the offshore petroleum industry.

The research intended to improve the descriptions of the sea

state and the associated water column kinematics focuses on

characterization of the sea surface to include the changing form

of pr)gressive waves, the short-crested directional-spreading

characteristics of waves and breaking waves in time and frequency

domains. This research should also include efforts directed

toward improved descriptions of nonwave waker column motions and

'-beir interactions with the wave-induced motions. This research

would involve analytical, laboratory, and field measurement

efforts.

The basic research on fluid-structure interaction dynamics,

fundamentally, would have as its objective the development of new

analytical models. This effort would first attempt Cirst



characterize the physics of water flow around structure elements

in ocean environments. The second phase of this effort would be

to develop those analytical ,models which would describe such

flows.

1.4 Reluort Structure

The original theoretical background and assumptions involved

in the ilormulation of the Morison Equation is first presented in

Section 2 of this report. The current interpretations of the

Equation and its applications in design are then discussed in

Section 3, together with an introductory overview of the basic

mechanics of fluid flow process about cylinders. An account of

the different operating regimes and problem areas where the

equation is and is not applicable is also presented in Section 3.

Section 4 discusses the limitations of the Equation and its

extended usage in treating special problem areas. In Section 5,

an account of various possible research efforts for bridging the

limitations and expanding the applicability of the Morison

Equation is presented. Critical evaluation of different research

efforts is given in Section 6, and recommendations on future

research directions are given in Section 7. A summary of tne

findings and conclusions of this report is given in Section 8.
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2.0 THE ORIGINAL MORISON EQUATION

StoDkes (1851), in a paper on the motion of a pendulum in a

viscous fluid, showed that -he force exerted by a fluid on an

acceleratitig body was compo:,ed of two pacts: one depending on

friction effects, and one depending on the inertia of the

displaced fluid. Morison, O'Brien, Johnson ind Schaaf (1950)

demonstrated in an experimental study the txistence of the two

components in the forces due to wave motion acting on submerged

piles. The following sections attempt to present the original

theoretical background and ssumptions involved as used by

Morison, et al, in the formulation of the Morison Equation.

Formulations for the total force and moment on a vertical

circular member are also derived using the Morison Equation and

the Airy Linear Wave Theory.

The force per unit length, F, on a vertical pile exerted by

unbroken surface waves as shown in Fig. 2.1 can be formulated by

the so-called Morison Equation as follows:

F = CD 1/2 p Du 2 + CMP (2.1)
4

where D = pile diameter

P = water mass density

CM = coefficient of inertia

CD = coefficient of drag

*The u 2 term is now generally replaced by Juj u to ensure that the

drag force component is in the same direction as the velocity.

-10-



U = horizontal component of orbital fluid velocity

u= horizontal component of orbital fluid

acceleration, 3u/ at

Ln formulating this equation, Morison,et al (1950) assumed

that tne horizontal wave force exerted on the vertical pile was

compoed of two parts:

1. A drag force proportional to the square of the horizontal

compon2nt of water particle velocity and

2. A virtual mass force proportional to the horizontal

component of the accelerative force exerted on the mass of

water displaced by the pile.

The terin "virtual mass" may be explained as the increase in

force caused by an increase of the displaced mass of the fluid

when an object is accelerated in a fluid, as compared to

acceleration in a vacuum. Thus, in accelerated flow there is an

apparent increase tn displaced volume without any actual Increase

in the mass of the object.

Application of the equation depends upon the knowledge of

water particle motion, and upon empirically determined drag and

mass coefficients. The magnitude of horizontal particle

velocity, u, and horizontal particle acceleration, u, is

determined as originally proposed by Morison, et al, by the Airy

linear wave theory. However, the Morison Equation can in general

be used with any wave theory.
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In the development of the above theoretical relationship,

the fo. owing assumptions were made by Morison, et al:

1. The equation is for unbroken surface waves.

2. The equation is for a ,iingle vertical, cylindrical object,

such ,as i pile, which extends from tihe bottom upward above

the wave crest.

3. The diameter of the pil, is small compared to the wave

height, wave length and water depth.

In comparing Equation 2.1 with experiments, Morison and his

co-workers found that toL a.y s! acific experiment with specific

wave parameters and a particular cylinder diameter, values of CM

and CD could be chosen such that Equation 2.1 gave good agreement

with the measured force time history.

A study of the Morison Equation, based on linear wave

theory, permits several useful obsocvaLions to be drawn:

1. The drag force decreases with increasing distance below

the wave surface wore rapidly than does the inertia

force.

2. The relative importance of the da g force decreases

with increasing ratio of pile diiieter to wave height.

3. The two components of the total force, inertia and drag

force are out--of-phase. When the crest passes the pile

(0= 0), the drag force is maximum and the inertia force

FI = 0. When the instantaneous water surface elevation

is near the still water level (0=x/2), the drag force

-12-



F= 0, and the inertia force is maximum. This

information has been widely used in experimental

investigations of the force coefficients concerning

oscillatory flows such as waves.

The Morison Equation is important to offshore technology

because it provides a basis for predicting fluid loadings due to

waves, which are a crucial consideration for designing ocean

structures. Government and industry regulatory bodies such as

the American Petroleum Institute (API), the United Kingdom

Department of Energy (DOE), and Det Norske Veritas (DnV) of

Norway all have recommended the use of the Morison Equation in

designing offshore structures. Much work has been done since

1950 which has led to changing ideas about the interpretation of

tho equation, but the basic principle of a force divided into a

velocity dependent drag component and an acceleration dependent

inertia component is still the cornerstone of conventional

practice.

-13-



3.0 APPLICATIONS OF THE MORISON EQUATION

3.1 Cirrent interpretation of the Morison Equation

The derivation of the original Morison Equation, as

discussed in Section 2, was based on a problem of limited scope.

The original work warned that the "paper is essentially a

preliminary rport submitteoi at the time (1950) because of the

current importance of wave forces in the design of offshore

structures". Users of this equation should be aware of its

validity and applicability of the basic assumptions upon which

the equation rests.

First of all, the basic assumption of the Morison Equation

that wave forces on a cylindrical member can be separated into a

velocity-related drag term and an acceleration-related inertia

term is a simplification of the c)mplex fluid-stcucture

interaction problem. The equation neglects the time history of

the fluid flow and the complex unsteady vortex action that is

associated with most of the design Clow-structure conditions.

The equation cannot Cully account tor flow-structure conditions

that are complicated by roughness, inclined members, transverse

lift forces, near surface effects, and interference effects due

to neighboring elements, etc. The equation also cannot represent

irregular kinematic conditions where 1-h(! flow is complicated by

breaking waves, wave-current interactions, and three-dimensional

sea states. Instead, the Morison Equation depends on a pair of

adjustable force coefficients to obtain good matching between

-14-



measured and calculated forces. It is also the inexact nature of

the equation that causes the torce coefficients to depend on

tliow-structure parameters that are different from one application

to -nothcer. A more detailed discussion on the validity of the

Morison Equation is provided in Section 3.6.

In the Lollowing three decades after the introduction of the

Morisori Jqiation in 1950, the general understanding of wave flows

around -wuctural elements has improved immensely. However, a

,n)re appcopri:ite formulation to replace the Morison Equation

stLL[ h.ts not been found. Current practice still relies heavily

on the Mlorison Equation or its extended form to determine wave

forces on structures. However, the original formulation has

undergone a number of modifications and extensions to broaden its

u sage. One example is to rewrite the equation into a more

general form, replacing D by a characteristic cross-sectional

area per unit length, A, and 1D 2 /4 by volume per unit length, V,

tor structural elements other than circular cylinders, as

F C -AJulu + CMPV Du (3.1)
D 2 M t

An absolute-value symbol, jul , has been added to ensure that

the drag force component is in the same direction as the fluid

particle velocity. The use of the substantial derivative to

describe the fluid acceleration, Du/Dt, has been found to yield

-15-



better verification than the local acceleration au/at (Isaacson,

L979) in computiig the inertia forces.

Recognizing the inexa(. nature of the Morison Equation, it

is also cor.ion practice for designers to itnject bias factors into

the equatio,, based on individual judgment and structure survival

experience. An extended for i of the Morison Equation including

bias factors can be written cis

(3.2)

F =K [KDC-~ 0 .U +hC MP T u+ C
[D CD  + 2-

where K, KD, KM, C are differenL Levels of bias factors to

account for varying degrees of uncertainties not fully accounted

for by the original Morison Equation.

In light of current improved krowledge on wave flows about

structures, extensions to the Morison E'quation have also been

investigated to accommodate complications such as inclined

members, transverse lift forces, near surface effects,

interference effects, etc. The Morison Equation has also been

modified to represent both in-line and transverse forces

(resulting from net circulation often called "lift" forces). It

is also commonly modified for use as a -rec'ral transform

function between frequency domain characterizations of wave

kinematics and structural response. These extensions are further

discussed in Section 4 of this report.
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These modifications of the "original" Morison Equation cause

u to idopt a special use of the name in this report. In the

to LLowing sectton.s, the term "%lorison Equation" can refer to

either a particulnr formulation of the equation, or to the whole

range of generically related formulations which are presently in

use. The context in which the name is used must be kept in mind

1- the : ader is not to suffer from this ambiguity.

At !-his point, it is important to emphasize that the Morison

Equation is an empirical engineering model. Its applicability

and cocrr*;ct usage are only limited to conditions where its

assumpitLons and limitations are observed. An understanding of

the range of operatitg regimes where the Morison Equation is, and

is not, applicable is essential to practicing offshore structure

designers. This a:;pect wilL be further discussed in Section 3.3

of this report.

3.2 Basic Background I-or Fluid Flow AboutL flinders

A brief review of the basic characteristics of fluid flow

about circular cylinders will serve as useful background for the

discussions presented later in this report.

Fluid flows can be classified as either ideal flow or ceal

flows. Ideal flow can be defined as that which occurs in a

nonviscous and incompressible fluid. The ideal fluid flow field

can be fully described by a velocity potential. A force

formulation such as the Morison Equation can be used in

calculating ideal fluid forces on a circular cylinder by setting
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the drag coefficient to zt-ro and the inertia coefficient to 2.0.

In real sea situations, although wal-,,c is highly

incompres3ible, the visco3;;y of the fluid cesults in substantial

diFferenct'3 between ideal iiid real flow fiJlds. The primary

effect of ,fiscosity on fluid flows about ciccular cylinders is

the occurrence of a boundary layer and flow separation regimes in

the flow field around the cyl i.nder.

Consider a viscous fluid accelerating from rest and flowing

past a circular cylinder. When the fluid starts to move, the

flow is laminar, and thpre is no separation. As the flow

accelerates, the fluid friction due to viscosity acting near the

cylinder boundacy retards the fluid particles. This retarded

fluid does not contain enough enecgy to continue to accelerate

against the increasing pressure on the downstream half of the

cylinder. Separation results, and a low pressure regions occurs

in the resulting near wake.

3.2.1 Steady Flow

Many important aspects of the complex flow caused by waves

acting on a structural member can be best illustrated by first

exploring the nature of steady flow p ast , cylinder. For a

circular cylinder in steady flow, there are several distinct flow

regimes characterized largely by the b'Iihiv:or of the flow in the

boundary layer, in the wake, and by the positions of boundary

layer separation. For a smooth circular cylinder in steady flow,

these flow regimes may be conveniently ait;tinguished by a
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dimensionless flow parameter called the Reynolds number, Re. The

ReynoLds nuimbcr is deE ined as UD/V, where U is the flow velocity,

U i-; the cylinder diameter, and V is the fluid kinematic

Vis-o.firy. [n steady f Low, t1he drag coefficient, C1 , has been

teund to be corcr Iated with the Reynolds number as shown in Fig.

3.1 Loc o;mooth cylinders. Four different flow regimes are also

shown ii V tg. 3.1 that ace delineated by the Reynolds numbers

(Achenbach, 1971). The transitions between regimes depend on

I isturbances present in the approaching flow.

a. Sub.citical cegylne: Re < 2 x 105

In the subcritical regime, the boundary layer is laminar

troi, the flow stagnation point through separation zone which

occurs at about 80 degrees from the stagnation points. The

rather wide wake structure and low base pressure resulting

from the separation, even before the maximum breadth of the

cylinder, leads to a rather large drag coefficient (about

t.2) throughout this regime.

b. Critical Regime: 2 x 105 < Re< 5 x 105

When the Reynolds number increases to the critical regime,

the laminar boundary layer becomes turbulent. The turbulent

boundary layer separates farther upstream on the cylinder

due to increased shear stress, and the wake narrows. This

narrowing of the wake results in an increased base pressure

and a dramatic drop of the drag coefficient (from 1.2 to its

minimum value of about 0.3).

-19-
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c. Supercriticil Regime: 5 x i05 < Re < 5 x 106

On further increases .f Reynolds numLer, to tile

supercritical regime, the trinsition to turbulence moves

ahead t)f the laminar .pa cation point. As the turbulent

po,'ti,°r of the total I,ngth of bound Ii Layer between the

stajnai ion point and ti , separ-ation ,:otnt increases, the

think n, n; of the boundz.,,y layer aciving at the adverse

pressure region increast:s. Since tick boundary layers are

more susceptible to separ..ion in >,n adverse pressure

qradient than thin I'ouda,"J layers, increasing the Reynolds

numbec results in 'ioving lie separation point towards the

stagnation point and incueasing the width of the wake. This

contributes to decreasing the base pressure and an

i.,crcasing drag coefficient which is- characteristic of the

supercritical regime (Garrism,)n 1980).

d. Post-Critical Regime: Re >5 x 106

At very high Reynolds number, the separation point moves

very close to the stagnation poiit, and therefore, iLs

Location becomes insensitive to Furth r increases of the

Reynolds number. At this post-critical regime, the dray

coefficient approaches a constant rallie (about 0.6-0.7).

3.2.2 Oscillatory Flow

The nature of tlow is much more complex for a circular

cylinder in waves than in the steady flow condition, and a well-

defined relationship between the drag coefficient and Reynolds
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number do not exist. in particular, the flow close to the

(ylindec is Likely to be str-ongly influenced by two specific flow

Lpbennuaiedi not present in steady flow: the water particle motions

ice_ orbital, and the oscillatory nature of the flow causes the

wake of the cylinder to be swept to and fro over the cylinder.

The boundaries between the tLow re(jimes in oscillatory flows and

the assuo ate3d fluiid behavior are not clearly established as

those ia steady flows. However, the published values of drag

cueff icients in waves st LI show an overall trend with Reynolds

number which is broadly similar to that found in steady flow

where the drag co L Lcient decreases considerably with Reynolds

number over the approximate range 104 < Re < 106.

The flow kinematics of wavy flows Past circular cylinders

are ,not yet fully understood. }{ow--..c, recent contributions trom

research studies such as those of Sarpkaya and his colleagues

(e.g., Sarpkaya and Tuter, 1974; Sarpkaya, 1976), have provided

significant insight into the understanding of the physical

process of planar oscillatory flows. Pearcey (1979) pointed out

that one of the major achievements of Sarpkaya's data was to

provide convincing information of a significant overlap between

the set of viscous flow phenomena involved in periodic

oscillatory flow and that for the steady, unidirectional flow.

This overlap is reflected in comparing Sarpkaya's test :Jata anQ

those from tests on cylinders in steady unidirectional flow as

*shown in Fig. 3.2. It can be observed that the curve for
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periodic oscillatory flow at a certain KeuLegan-Carpenter number*

(KC) value has a similar vor. Lation with Reynolds number to the

classic form for steady unidirectional flow. In particular, the

dIrag coefficients follow in a similar trend from a high

"subcriticaL" plateau to a ;econd and significantly lower "post-

critical" plateau, with the 'critical" re(lion occurring at a

lower value of Reynolds number. This shifting of critical

changes is caused by the turbulence swept )ack from the wake of

earlier cycles, and is an inevitable feature of periodic flow.

The overlap in visL-u- flow phenomena exhibited in both

steady and oscillating conditions clearly indicates the dominant

part played by separated flow. Discrete vortices and their

velocity fields exert a strong influence for oscillatory incident

flow which is superficially similar to that for steady

unidirectional flow. This overlap also indicates that steady

flow values of the drag coefficient are applicable to offshore

structures in cases where the diameter of the member is small

relative to the amplitude of the fluid pa ticde motion and,

therefore, data on drag iI steady flow is important in wave force

-- ilculations.

However, the differences in flow phenomena between

oscillatory and steady flows are extrewely important. These

qualitative differences between steady and oscillating flow

*Ketilegan-Carpenter number, KC, is defined as UmT/D, where Um
is the maximum fluid particle velocity, T is the period of the
oscillatory motion, and D is the cylinder diameter.
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re'sults in the quantitative differences in the force coefficient

uL;e,j ii tie Moriion Equation. There is an important distinction

the vortex phenomena observed [or steady flow and those

likro-y to occur [oc oscillatory flow. This is pointed out by

!'rCt-y (L979), who wrote that for steady flow, the shedding of

VOL ic -i; con [5.e tw) sides of the cylinder in certain flow

" ',Ie to the unsteady latUre of the vortex phenomenon

arising iivon an instability in the wake. For oscillatory

inc ideni [ low, vor:tices will be fiorited, shed and convected

backwardls ind or ;ards as a consequence of the flow reversals.

It is irirrar -ow these processes interact with the processes

which re at )ly iii the case of steady incident flow, Out almost

ce.ta inly the interaction will change as Keulegan-Carpenter

number c:I,-qe, -1nd wiLh it The relationship between the reversal

peiod dl other periods that characteristically influence the

vortex phenomena.

The vortices being convected from what is the wake of one

half cycle, past the cylinder to the wake of the next, will

interact first with their images in the cylinder, and then with

vortices currently being shed. Under the influence of mutually

induced velocities, these vortices will, in some cases, be

convected with increased velocities past the cylinder, and in

other cases, with significant velocities oblique to the main

flow. These and other interactions could provide the source for

a variety of transverse loads (as a result of asymmetric velocity
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and pressure fields) and increased drag (as a result of low

pressure fields adjacent to the downstream face and reflected in

the increased transport of vorticity.)

In applying test results of laboratory periodic oscillatory

flows (such as those of Sarpkaya's data from using the idealised

U-tube model) to wave flows, the only significant difference to

be noted is the orbital motion of fluid particles in wave flows.

Pearcey (1979) suggested that the component of orbital velocity

resolved parallel to the axis of the cylinder has a destabilizing

effect on the boundary layer about the cylinder. Transition to

turbulent flow would therefore be expected to occur at a lower

Reynolds number than otherwise, and so would the critical changes

from high sub-critical levels of drag coefficient to lower post-

critical levels.

3.3 OperatingRegimes of the Morison Equation

Hydrodynamic loadings on structures can be conveniently

classified into five different types: (1) drag, (2) transverse

lift, (3) inertia, (4) diffraction, and (5) reflection. The

relative importance of these in a particular case depends on the

wave field and the relationship between typical dimensions of the

structural body. The relative importance of these can also

dictate the applicability of different wave load calculation

h-,tethods.
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In general, drag forces on bluff bodies are related to flow

separations caused by viscous effects of the fluid. These drag

forces -re particularly significant for tubular components of

.nmall diameters in waves of large height. Transverse lift forces

are the hydrodynamic force components normal to the incident flow

and the axis of the structural member as a result of the shedding

of vortices or proximity to other members. Inertial loads are

related to the pressure gradient associated with the relative

acceleration of the ambient fluid, and are more signiticant for

structural components of large sectional dimensions. DiItfraction

forces are due to scattering of the incident wave by the

structure, and are only significant when the sectional dimensions

are a substantial fraction of the wave length. Reflection forces

are due to the complete reflection of waves on structures whose

dimcnsions are of the same order or larger than the wave length.

This reflection force regime is important for coastal engineers

designing sea walls and breakwaters, but are generally not

significant in the design of offshore structures.

The applicability of the Morison Equation to desccibe these

various types of wave forces depends on the characteristics of

wave and structure conditions. An approximate mapping of seven

different hydrodynamic operating regimes can be constricted as

shown in Fig. 3.3 in terms of dimensionless wave to struct:ure

dimension parameters (such as H/D and WD/L). This exercise can

help to better visualize the comparative importance of different
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hydrodynamic regimes and the applicability of the Morison

Equation in these different regimes.

Consider the horizontal force on a cylindrical structural

member of diameter (D) at depth (z) in a linear deep-water wave

of height (H) and steepness (H/L = 1/15). It can be shown that

the relative importance of the drag (FD) and inertia forces (FI )

which appear in the Morison Equation can be given by

FD C e (-21z/15) (3.3)
ID HF I  - IT CM  D

Under such conditions, the ratio of drag to inertia force is only

a function of H/D, for fixed values of CD, CM and z. For the

purpose of this illustration, CM has been taken as 1.8 and CD as

0.6. The ratio FD/FI can be computed for any depth and value of

H/D. Fig. 3.3(a) was constructed for the simplified case for z=

0 at the free surface.

Regimes I to IV show the relative dominance of drag to

inertial force as a function of the ratio of wave height to

structural diameter (H/D). The ratio H/D can also be interpreted

as a measure of the path length of a near surface orbital fluid

particle relative to the structural dimension D. In regime I,

the orbit path is long compared to the body diameter, and this

represents something approaching a steady flow drag situation

where inertia forces can be neglected. In regime IV, the path
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length i'3 sma l compared to the body dimens ion. Under such

cofditirfis, t-he drag force is small, and the inertia force

d'" in'lts. Regime 1[ and III covers some of the most important

strtictural types foe ahich design wave forces are computed.

'h '-"e itclude j ,ckets, legs and main members of off[shore rigs and

p1 t :ornms -those H/D values range from about 1 to 40. IL is in

,these ,,' inei that the deterimination ot CD and CM is most

critical, b( c,.use both the drag and inertia forces are important.

In ',ayiue V, the wave height if is only a small fraction of

the inem!e.ec diameter 1). This regime is of almost purely inertia

force, ,itl the drag component constituting only about I p ercent

or less of the total force.

The ,pproximate threshold for Regime VI, in which

dillfraction theory methods of analysis are applicable, is when

iT D/L is larger than about 0.6, or when the body diameter is

approximately a fifth of the wave length or greater. This

threshold was estimated from studies such as those of Chakr tbarti

and Tam (1973) in identifying the influence of ditftrction on

total wave forces on Large diameter objects. When iT 1)/b is

larger than about 3, or when the body diameter is larger than the

wave length, the wave force will be in the reflection ragin-. in

this Regime VII, neither the Morison Equation nor the dittracticn

theory is applicable, and the calculation of wave torce, is

usually based on methods developed by Miche (1944) and 14undgren

(1958). The Shore Protection Manual (1976), published the Corps
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of Engineers, also has a good description of reflection wave

force calculation methods.

A line is drawn in Fig. 3.3 showing the approximate limit of

the wave steepness in deep water (H/L=1/7). This line may be

used to define an upper bound for unbroken wave conditions in

which the Morison Equation can be used.

The Keulegan-Carpenter number (KC), which has been defined

as UmT/D , is another useful dimensionless parameter for identi-

fying the approximate loading regimes. The term UmT , which be-

haves in a similar manner to If in deep water, is a measure of the

path length of an orbital fluid particle. The Keulegan-Carpenter

number then may be viewed as comparing the parameter UmT with the

body diameter, and thus functions as a measure of the degree of

transience. For sinusoidal, deep water waves, the Keulegan-Car-

(-2 wz/L)penter number can be shown to be equal to(7rH/D).e At

surface (z = 0), the Keulegan-Carpenter number will become

l(H/D). The influence of the Keulegan-Carpenter number in

defining the relative importance of inertia and drag forces is

illustrated in Fig. 3.3(a). When the Keulegan-Carpenter number

is smaller than 5, the inertia force is predominant, and the

total wave force can be approximated by neglecting the drag

component. When the Keulegan-Carpentur number is larger than

100, the drag force is predominant, and the total wave force can

be approximated by neglecting the inertia component. In between

these two extreme conditions, both the inertia and the drag
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components are important in applying the Morison Equation.

There is another type of force developed in waves which are

often caLed transverse lift forces. These transverse forces are

(]efin(i as the component of hydrodynamic forces normal to the

:.ndisturbe:d flow direction and axis of the structural member.

This ip j'erhaps an unfortunate name to these forces, as lift

implle ; vettical upward force. [Furthermaore, if a structural

member is at all compliant, it can more in such a way as to cause

these forces to act with a component parallel to the

instantaneous flow. Nevertheless, this name is entrenched in the

Literature, and is therefore adopted in this report. Transverse

forces are due to vortices forming and shedding on alternate

sides of the immersed member or proximity effects from

neighboring members. Transverse lift forces, due to vortex

shedding, are significant when the Keulegan-Carperkter number is

greater than about 5. In deep water, this is equivalent to a

wave height to member diameter (H/D) ratio of about 1.7. The

Morison Equation often produces large differences between

measured and calculated in-line forces in the range of KC value3

from 10 to 20, even in controlled laboratory conditions.

Sarpkaya (197ba) termed this as the disturbance-sensitive region

of vortex formotion. This range of KC values is often as:soc.ated

with the occurrence of relatively large lift forces, asymmetry in

the in-line forces, and even negative force coefficients. The

reason for the asymmetry in the magnitude of the in-line force
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and differences between the measured and calculated forces is

primarily the fractional or incomplete shedding of vortices and

vortex-induced oscillations in the in-line force as explained by

Sarpkaya (1976a). For larger values of KC, predictions of wave

force by the Morison Equation are usually in good agreement with

measured forces.

Figs. 3.3(b) and 3.3(c) plot the wave loading regimes at

depths of 150 ft. and 300 ft. below surface for a wave height of

30 ft. These figures show the effect of the exponential decay

with depth of the ambient wave particle velocity and acceleration

and its effect on redefining loading regimes. In general, with

greater depth, the orbit length is reduced, and the inertia force

becomes dominant for a wider range of H/D. However, since the

inertia and drag forces also decay exponentially with depth, the

wave forces at depths greater than halt the wave length are

usually insignificant.

A numerical mapping similar to that shown in Figs. 3.3(a),

3.3(b) and 3.3(c), showing the comparative importance of the

drag, inertia and diffraction in various regimes of structural

and wave dimensions has been constructed by Hogben* (1976) as

shown in Fig. 3.4. The relation of different structural types

and sizes with wave heights and water depths in the loading

regime figures is also shown. Fig. 3.4 shows that gravity-type

*Iogben (1976), in constructing his original figure, misinter-
preted the division lines which showed the drag to inertia force
ratios (Fn/FI) equal to 0.9 and 0.1 as the 90% and 10% drag
division lines. These corrections have been made in adapting
Fia. .3.4 from Hogben's work.
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structures that commonly have a large base may experience some

ditfraction forces even in extreme wave conditions. Other

coiponents, such as the towers supporting the deck of a platform,

may generally lie entirely in the inertial regime during severe

condiLions. The loads on vecy small diameter components, such as

ca(:es and conductor tubes, may be drag-dominated. In practice,

ovecLaptL;ing of the loading regimes should be considered, and it

may be rnecessary to use diffraction theory methods in combination

with the Morison Equation, even when there is no significant wave

scaLtermng, to determine the inertial forces on complex shapes

and account tor interaction between neighboring numbers.

Jacket structures and jack-up platforms are of tubular con-

struction, with structural member diameters generally lying in

the d ,,j-dominant regime in the more severe conditions. In

deeper waters, the structural leg members may, however, be large

enough to incur significant inertia forces. For normal

conditions, smaller wave heights can also induce inertia forces

which may be important for the consideration of dynamic response

and fatigue stresses.

However, it is important to point out that these mappings f

loading regimes are obtained by assuming some appropriate sets of

specific values of wave conditions and wave theory, and can be

regarded only as general guidance.
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3.4 Wave Force Coefficients

In the regions where the Morison Equation is applicable,

force can be computed only if' the relevanL. drag and inertia

coefficients are known for the specific structural configurations

and design sea states concerned. The determination of dray and

inertia coefficients has been a key topic in wave force research

since the Morison Equation was introduced in the 1950's. Very

considerable resources in terms of people, talent and facilities

are still involved in this task. With some of the significant

research results recently available, investigators are perhaps

just beginning to be able to reduce and explain some of the

conflicting experimental data and uncertainties about the choice

of force coefficient in values.

A critical review of the published data on the drag and

inertia coefficients, CD and CM, has been undertaken by the

B~ritish Ship Research Association (BSRA, 1976). A tabulated

documentation of results from the BSRA investigation is shown in

Appendix A. A summary of most of the prominent laboratory and

field tests on the study of wave force coefficients was provided

with the values of the key parameters, associated test

conditions, as well as their reliability and application to

practical structures. Results from some of the more recent full-

scale tests (e.g., Exxon Ocean Test Structure, Conoco Test

Structure) have been added to the li.3t. Hoghen, et al., (1977)

provide suggested values of CD and CM in relation to the
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corresponding values of Keulegan-Carpenter number (KC) and

Reynolds:; number (Re), based on the BSRA study.

The Keule_,gun-Carpenter number and the Reynolds number are

cuns ider'.d to be the best dimensionless numbers for[ pi Camcizing the values o [orce coefficients. Experiments in

the controlted laboratory conditions of simple harmonic planar

flow in a U tube apparatus led Sarpkaya (1976) to the conclusion

Lhat the inertia and drag coefficients are definitely tunctions

of the Reynolds numbhcr and the Keulegan-Carpenter number. To

illustrata this, the cecommended values of the drag and inertia

coeffici,- rts given by Hogben, et al. are shown in Fig. 3.5 in

terms of different regimes governed by conditions specified by

the Keulegan-Carpenter number and the Reynolds number. The

intermediate boundaries of these three regimes are not precise,

and are chosen for convenience in discussion and classification

of the wave force coefficients.

The suggested values of the drag and inertia coefficients

summarized in Fig. 3.5 applies only to isolated smooth vertical

cylinders. No allowance has been made for the interactive

effects such as roughness, different cylinder orientations,

slamming, interference from other members and currents, etc. The

drag and inertia coefficient values suggested have been

determined solely on the basis of the references cited, and they

should be used strictly for the same set of conditions defined.
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In order to guide the selection of force coefficients and

for different design conditions, six different force coefficient

regimes are delineated in Fig. 3.5 according to their relations

to the drag and inertia coefficients.

Force Coefticient Regime 1

Regime I represents the subcritical Reynolds number regime

where drag force is significant. Considerable amounts of scale

model data are available for this regime. In this regime, the

recommended wave force coefficient values are those suggested by

Keulegan and Carpenter (1958) shown in Fig. 3.6. These results

were obtained in one-dimensional harmonic flows, as were the

similar results of Sarpkaya and Tuter (1974). Susbielles, et al.

(1971) used the values reproduced in Fig. 3.6 to calculate local

wave forces on a vertical pile, and obtained agreement with

measured forces to within 10 percent. The errors and

uncertainties in this regime are larger around the critical

conditions when 10<KC<20 where the flow is affected by

fractional or incomplete vortex shedding, and becomes highly

complex.

Force Coefficient Re imes 2 and 3

Regimes 2 and 3 cover the critical range of the Reynolds

number. In these regimes, published data snow considerable

scatter. Hogben and his co-workers wert, not able to specify any

single value for the drag coefficient. Instead, a range of drag

coefficient decreasing from 1.2 to 0.6 was suggested as the
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".eytio ds niumbker increases within the regime from about 5xlU4 t

L05ii. Chis r(ectosime(nd1at ion wa--s largely based on the results of

iiave l'QrcQ Projcctsi I and 11, and the works ot Rance ( 1969),

'ipeya(1976), .ind Wiegel ( 1957) . Results recently reported by

le td(!uar , eL a 1. ( 1979) on the Ocoan Test Structure ailso show a

3i~ii tarc raiie ol- vairiation for dray coufficient for smnooth

:w~ors.~c ici~a', t al. aliso found thIat the degree of

j ateq of dragj coeffLicie-nt decreases as the Keulegan-

Caclpcnta r niumbehr becoiies laryc r and levels of f to a value of 0. 68

whfm the KIeul'gan-C:arpuenter number reaches about 40.

Ln chese rc-jimes, the suggested design value for the inertia

coeL~1 t~ti:1.5, t-ased on the data preSented by AagJaard and

UDe:in (1969), Rance (1969) and Sar.,,kaya (1976). Results from the

O)ce-'Ar TLest Struct'-rC- reportod 6y Heirdemani, et al1. ( 1979) also

!ieyest a similar mecan value for the inertia coefficient. The

,acc-uracy of the inertia coefficient at high Kcu-.1legan-Carpun ter

n~lI~ecs ecoites Less important because Ada fot, -e tiien becomes

increaisingly dominant. However, the reliability in total and

local wave forces calculated using the values suggested in

Regimes 2 and 3 cannot be assessed rigorously, and in general,

errors of the order of 100 percent or more are possiblo.

Force Coefficient Regime 4

ThiS regime represents the post-critical Reynolds number cnd

Keu legan-Cirpe tter num~ber conditions where the dray force is

s ignij.ficant. The suggested drag coeftticient for de-sign in this



regime is 0.6, based on results reported on the Wave Force

Projects I and II (Aagaard and Dean, 1969; Evans, 1969; Iludspeth,

et al. 1974; Wheeler, 1969), the Bass Stcaits experiment reported

by Kim and dibbard (1975) azid the pulsating water channel

experiments reported by Rance (1969). At high Keulegan-Carpenter

numbers, (KC approximately above 100), the fluid motion around

ti'e cylinder is quasi-steady and so, at post-critical Reynolds

numbers, drag coefficients are expected to be close to those of

steady flow, which are in the range of about 0.6-0.7. The

inertia coefficient value suggested for this regime is 1.5, based

on the same sources as the drag coefficient. However, at high

Keulegan-Carpentec numbers, the inertia coefficient is of little

significance because drag is then dominant.

Analysis of the Wave Force Projects I and II and Ocean Test

Structure data (Hudspeth, 1974; Haring, et al. 1979) reported

that the estimation of the total wave forces, integrated over ttie

total depth of a member, is far more reliable than that of the

local forces for data within this regime. Examples are given ia

these reference. in which local force maxima, calculated using

. verage values of coefficients, differ by more than 30 percent

from the measured values. However, for the integrated forces

along the member, the agreement is much better, and often within

10 percent. Agreement is also good between measured total orces

and calculated total forces at various points within a wave

cycle, using constant inertia and drag coefficients.
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loyben, et al. (1977), suggested that for this force

coefficient regime, errors of the order of 20 percent are

considered to be conservative for the case of the total

horizontal force, and errors of 50 percent or more are possible

Cor local forces. A study of wave force measurement correlations

in this regime by Bea and Lai (1978) found a drag coefficient of

U.6 gave in unbiased estimate of total wave forces, and developed

a coefficient of variation of 30 percent.

Force Coefficient Regime 5

Regime 5 represents the critical range of the Keulegan-

Carpenter number, and the post-critical range of the Reynolds

nlumhC. This is a disturbance-sensitive regime where the flow is

coimpiLcated by the fractional or incomplete shedding of vortices.

In this regime, the situatkon1 is far Less certain than it is in

Regime 4 because of lack of data. Hogben, et al., (1977),

suggested a drag coefficient of 0.6, and an inertia coefficient

of 1.5 for design in this regime, but said that the reliability

is considerably less than it is for a higher Kelegan-Carpenter

number condition. Results from an important full-scale test were

recently reported by Ohmart and Gratz (1979) performed in the

GuLf of Mexico. A large part of the data Lies in this regime. A

higher mean drag coetficient of 0.7 was recommended.
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Force Coefficient Regime 6

Regime 6 covers the inertia dominant regime where the

Keulegan-Carpenter number is less than about 5. For large-

diameter cylinders when the Keulegan-Carpenter number is low and

diffraction effects are negligible ( D/L < 0.6 as shown in Fig.

3.3), the regime is dominated by inertia forces. In this case,

the theoretical potential flow value of 2.0 for the inertia

coefficient is suggested for design purposes because of

negligible drag force. The largest published difference between

measured and calculated forces, using this value of inertia

coefficient, is about 20 percent as reported by Hogben, et al.

(1977).

For structures-whose dimensions are large compared to wave

length ( D/L > 0.6 as shown in Fig. 3.4), the Morison Equation

method is not applicable as the assumption of having constant

velocity and acceleration values across the dimensions of the

structures is not valid. In this case, the diffraction theory as

reported by Chakrabarti and Tam (1973); Garrison, et al. (1974);

and Hogben and Standing (1975) can be used.

The above suggested design values of drag and inertia

coefficients are based on critical reviews of available published

research works. As the literature on wave force studies is

expanding rapidly, a continuous effort should be maintained in

updating these design values, especially in regimes where the

reliability level of presently suggested values are low.
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3.5 Wave Kinematics

Woter particle velocities (u) and accelerations (u), play a

,.,,t ;2 ntiaI role in the process of computing wave forces on

ofF shore structures using the Morison Eg]uation formulation. A

largje number of wave theories have been developed in an attempt

to describe the complex motion of ocean waves. The following is

a list of the primary wave theories being used:

1. Airy Wave Theory

2. Stokes Fifth Order

3. SoLitary Wave Theory

4. Modified Solitary Wave Theory

5. Chppeleic Theory

6. Stream Function Theory

7. Extendea Velocity Potential Theory

Each theory, be it linear or nonlinear, analytical or

numerical, has its own limitations and ranges of applicability.

Much work has been done in developing design guidelines for

selecting the appropriate wave theory for specific site

conditions. Earlier studies by Keulegan (1950) have shown that

in shallow water, wave conditions are nearly independent of wave

length, and the two important parameters are water depth and

ratio of wave height to water depth (H/h). In deep watcr, he

reported that the two important parameters are wave length and

wave steepness (ratio of wave height to wave length, H/L).
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A study of the validities of different wave theories was

conducted by Dean and LeMehaute' (1970). Their results, showing

the approximate regions of validity of different wave theories in

relation to two parameters (/2 and h/T2 ) are shown in Fig 3.7.

However, there are no sharp lines dividing the applicable

regions. Designers should allow some overlap when selecting wave

theories from guidelines such as Fig. 3.7. in general, review of

studies of the relative validity of wave theories tends to show

general agreement in the applicability of Cnoidal Theory for

shallow water waves of low steepness, and Stokes higher order

theories for steep waves in deep water. These studies differ in

regions assigned to Airy Linear theory. The Stream Function

Theory is most internally consistent over a wide range of

conditions. However, waves of low steepness in intermediate and

deep water appear to be equally well represented by both Stream

Function and Airy Theory. However, substantial developments in

the applications of Stream Function Theory tend to predict a

wider usage of this wave theory to offshore design problems

(Dean, 1972).

The determination of force coefficients from laboratory and

field wave force measurements also depend on the kinematics

inferred from wave theories if the direct measurements of wave

orbital currents are not available. Rather different values ot

drag and inertia coefficients can be required to match the same

set of wave force data when different wave theories are used3.
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Trhe analysis of the Wave Force Project II data provides an

exaiip lo. 1'vans ( L969) reportkd a drag coef ficientL of U. 5 and an

inertia uoeflicie nt ot 1.5 by using the Stokes Fifth Order

Thor y. Whe eer ( 19 69) found a d rag coef Ef ic iunt of.0 . 6 a nd an

inerti-i couft iiciu-tit of 1.2 by using the Linear Filtering Method,

,;h ) e A,,gaardj and Dean (1969) found a drag coef ticieit of 0.55

and an intr'rtia coeff iciont of 1.33 by using the Streanf~ Function

Theory. IIn :;electing recommended force coefficients from design

guidelines ,iuch v3s Piq. 3.5, or from published resuarcli,

designer-s shoul 1W e aware of the interdependence at force

coetfic.Lent6 ind wave kinematics. Design values should uc chosen

so that theQy repre2sent the same conditions from which they were

developed.

3. f Va:Jdi~yot the Mrison Equation

The Morison Equation, as discussed in Section 2 of this

report, has its origins in the work of Stokes (1851) anid,

strictly speakingj, pertains only to the components of toDrc that

are in tine with a one-dimensional unsteady flow. The2 Morison

Equat ion is general Ly rega rded as a semi-intuitive enyinee-ring

expression which is, used to approximate the Corce Qxerted on a

body in a viscous fluid under unsteady flow conditions. InI

general, the force experienced by a bluff body at a give2n time

depends on the entire history of its acceleritions as well as the

instantaneous velocity and acceleration. Thus, the drag

coefficient in unsteady flow is not equal to that developed at a
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corresponding instantaneous velocity in steady flow. Moreover,

the inertia coefficient is not equal to that found for

unseparated potential flow. The Morison Equation neglects the

dependence of the force upon the time history of the flow.

Instead, the force at any instant is related to the instantaneous

fluid particle velocity and acceleration as well as a set of

force coefficients which are taken as constant throughout the

wave cycle.

However, numerous researchers both in laboratory and field

conditions, have indicated that the Morison Equation, used in the

appropriate ranges of fluid-structure operating regimes, is a

good force predictor given the values of the fluid particle

kinematics and the empirical force coefficients. In particular,

Sarpkaya (1976a) employed the Morison Equation to determine drag

and inertia coefficients from an oscillating U-tube experiments

using, as parameters, the Reynolds number and the Keulegan-

Carpenter number. Sarpkaya found that, except over the range ot

the Keulegan-Carpenter numbers (about 10 to 20), for which the

wake effects are rather erratic, the Morison Equation represents I
the oscillating forces on the cylinder with surprising accuracy. ]
Sarpkaya's results are of special interest to the discussion of

the suitability of the Morison Equation as a force predictor

because kinematics in his experiments are known rather precisely.
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The major difficulty in applying the Morison Equation is the

selection of the appropriate force coefficients from the widely

s,.attercd data in literature. This generally requires good

JLPgmtnI_ and expecience in selecting and/or moditying values of

the coeLficients to fit the particular problem. The major

factors that have caused the scatter in force coefficient data

a re:

1. The inaccurate determination of the fluid particle

kinematics in many laboratory experiments.

2. The non-uniform techniques in deriving force

coefficients from force measurement data.

3. Expecimental error.

4. Inexact description of the complex flow.

5. Incomplete parameterization of the force coe t c1~rt.

Each of the above are explained in detail in the following

parag raphs.

Fluid Particle Kinematics

As discussed in Section 3.4, the determinations of force

coefficients and fluid-particle kinematics are interrelated. Due

to the difficulty of accurately measuring ambient wave kinewittcs

in experimental wave force measurement programs, most of the

studies required that the kinematics used in the correlation c~f

measured forces with the Morison Equation be established thcough

the use of some suitable wave theory. As a result, diffurent

wave theories will, in general, produce different pairs o[ force
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coefficients for the same data. In field measurements, the

situation is further complicated by the presence of ocean

currents and the three-dimensionality of sea waves which would

greatly distort the values of local kinematics from that

represented by a two-dimensional wave theory. For experimental

conditions where the kinematics are accurately known, such as

Sarpkaya's U-tube experiments, the scatter of force coefficient

data is reduced.

Experimental Methods

Different techniquus have been used by researchers in

deriving force coefficients from force measurement data and are

expected to produce different results (Ramberg and Niedzwecki,

1979). The technique originally employed by Morison, et al. to

obtain Cm and C, was to set the measured force equal to either

the dray or intertia component when the other was theoretically

zero. Keulegan and Carpenter (1958) later separated the measured

force into its Fourier components whose amplitudes could then be

used to determine the force coefficients. With this method, a

residual or remainder force, not accounted for by the original

"orison technique, was identified both in amplitude and

frequency. Another technique calls for fitting the Morison

Equation to the measured force record in a least-square error

sense with CN and C. as the curve fit parameter. Each of the

above methods is well-known and widely used. However, the

different methods will, in general, produce different pairs of
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coetficients for the same force record. Even for one-dimensional

harmonic flow coniditions :iuch as Sarpkaya's U-tube experiments, a

4 ;tccrtiL diffretice in the drag coefficient was obtained by

comi4arinj UOth the Fourier and the integral least-square method

(Sirpkaya, 1976a).

.xporimen tal Error

Thrce arc a number of possible situations which could result

in experiaentaL errors that could affect the force coefficients.

U:.rors could cesu].t fcom measurement of the sea surface,

calibration of the force transducers, error in measuring the

fluid particle ki.nematics, etc. One possibility of experimental

error is simpLy instrumentation sensitivity and the low

magnitudes of forces and other variables during periods of small

wavo s. Dean (1976) showed that depend ng on the wave and

cylinder characteristics, data can be well- or poorly-conditioned

tor resolving drag or inertia coefficients, and it is believed

that much of the scatter in the reported coefficients may be from

data that were poorly conditioned for resolving them. In general,

if the drag torces tend to dominate, then the data are better

conditioned for determining the drag coefficient, and the inertia

coefficient would tend to be contaminated by the errors of

various sources noted earlier. Conversely, if the inertia force

component tends to dominate, then reasonable resolution in the

inertia coefficient can be expected along with contamination of

the calculated drag coefficient. If the maximum drag and inertia
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coefficients are of the same order of magnitude, then reasonable

resolution in both of these coefficients can be expected if the

general quality of the data is good.

Inexact Description of Complex Flow

The inexact description of the fluid-structure interaction

by the Morison Equation itself contributes a certain amount of

uncertainty in determining the force coefficients. One source of

uncertainty is the existence of vortex-generated lift or

transverse force which is not included in simple forms of the

Morison Equation. In particdlar, the previously-described

disturbance-sensitive region of vortex formation near the range

of Keulegan-Carpenter number from about 10 to 20, is often

associated with large lift forces and asymmetry in the in-line

forces.

There are additional hydrodynamic complexities encountered

in wave flows that are not sufficiently described by the Morison

Equation, but add to the uncertainty in deriving force

coefficients. The eccentricity of the water particle orbits anu

the orientatin of the structural cylinder with respect to the

orbits can cause asymmetric flow about the cylinder axis, or that

the wake is not necessarily always sweeping back and forth over

the cylinder (Pearcey, 1979). Another complexity is representeo

by the tlow not being always uniform dlong the span. This

variation of flow along the span can introduce three-dimensional

effects in a number of ways that influence the force
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coetficients. The instantaneous velocities and accelerations can

have an axial variation which can alter the flow forces away from

ih-~k, it: ctibution predicted using one-dimensional flow results.

['he olther three-dimensional effect can arise from the wake which

,aay be swept back ovec or near one segment of the (-ylinder after

,eug i eneral-ed at another segment under different flow

C )Ild it LoS.

Another source of uncertainty concerns the theoretical

-[luence9 of -onvective acceleration terms on the inertia force.

The 'ineri-_a force as applied to the Morison Equation is usually

taken as proportional either to the local (temporal) Lluid

acceleratLon or to the total (local plus convective) fluid

acceleration at a point in nonlinear waves. Even though these

may ditffr significantly from each other in typical design waves,

no formal justification exists for adopting one or the other.

[saacson (1979) derived a complete expression for the inertia

force acting on a body in an unsteady nonuniform flow of an

inviscid fluid. He found that the force depends on convective

acceleration terms, although the force is not necessarily

proportional to the total (i.e., local plus convective)

acceleration at a point. However, he also found that for most

wave conditions, these calculated forces are generally less than

forces taken as proportional to the local fluid acceLeration.
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In addition to experiment difficulties arising from "hard to

control" flow patterns described above, the net effect of

stochastic flow elements must be kept in mind. In theory, simple

wave motion can be irrotational. However, when an obstruction,

such as a structural member, is introduced into such flow, fluid

shear, vortices, and turbulence are developed. Furthermore, the

real environment of offshore structures is virtually always

turbulcnt because of non-ideal waves or the turbulence of ocean

currents. Even carefully controlled laboratory experiments using

such devices as oscillating water tunnels must develop turbulence

as a consequence of fluid shear against the tunnel walls. The

turbu!ence can introduce scatter in the experimental results when

the turbulence scales are large (e.g., prototype scale in the

ocean). Furthermore, pre-existing turbulence influences the

boundary layer development on the structural member, the degree

to which the flow is deflected as it moves around the member, and

the triggering of wake vortices. The oscillation of the flow can

cause all of this to be washed back over the member to influence

t-he next cycle.

At present, the effects of turbulence must be reduced

through statistical treatment of experimental data because so

little is known about the nature of ocean turbulence. However,

future analytical and experimental work must be designed to more

carefully evaluate the role of turbulence in relating wave

kinematics to wave forces.
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I nc!omplete Parameterization of the Force Coefficients

Eacly researchers attempted to develop relationships between

the differing values of the force coefficients used in the

Morison Equation and the Reynolds number parameter. Although

some of the variation of the coefficients can be accounted for

through the use of the Reynolds number, it became clear that the

relatively clear relationship which can be obtained in steady

flow cannot be replicated in oscillating flow. The pattern of

scatter associated with experimental data on wave forces from

oscillating flow has been somewhat more controlled by more recent

work which includes both the Keulegan-Carpenter and the Reynolds

numbers. Work uresently underway suggests that other

dimensionless parameters can be determined to further order the

results Of experiments and lead toward yet more precise methods

for evaluating the focce coefficients. This work is badly needed

in light of the large uncertainties associated with the choice of

force coefficient values in many important flow regimes.
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4.0 EXTENSIONS OF THE MORISON EQUATION

As discussed in the previous chapters, the original Morison

Equation and the recommended values of force coefficients were

developed for, and limited to, the horizontal wave forces on

smooth, vertical, isolated, circular cylinders that pierce the

free surface. Special considerations and modifications have to

be made on the applications of this equation to the not-so-ideal

situations where a structural member may be: inclined; of non-

cylindrical shape; fouled by marine growth; affected by flow

conditions from adjacent objects; compliant or in motion due to

compliance of the general structure; acted on by multi-

directional seas, impacted by surface wave slamming, and other

factors. The extended applications of the Morison Equation are

discussed in the following sections.

4.1 Inclined Members

In the original Morison Equation (Equation 2.1), the

velocity and acceleration components (u, u) are defined to be at

right angles to the vertical member axis. The vertical or the

tangential components are ignored in the force evaluation. Since

the introduction of the original equation, several modifications

and methods of analysis have been developed to extend its

usefulness. A limited number of approaches to the problem have

been proposed by Borgman (1958), Chakrabarti, et al. (1975), and

others, for applying the Morison Equation to inclined members,

such as the cross-bracings of a fixed offshore platform. A
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summary of the different approaches was reported by Wade and

Dwyer (.1976). The assuiiipt ions ivoLved in these approaches are

Uf ot he folo1winug:

L. The draq anid inertia focce resultants acting on a

iprojected area of the inclined cylinder are to be

cons ide red .

* c.) y the c omponenits of force acting normal to an

inc Linved member produce, Loads.

i. Only tLe c-omponunts of velocities and acce lerat ions

orxaIto the inclined member produce loads.

4. iResu Itant wI-er particle velocities ,nd acce Lera.t ions

are, taken to act perpendicular to the long itud inal axis

of an inclined miember to a yaw ony le of 60 degrees.

Te:irs t me I-hod assunes that the d ray and inc L tia force

r(es-u Ltaits act cn a projected area of the cylinder that is

inclined about a normal to the sea Uottom. The velocity anid

acce-Le-rAtion vecLor - act on an elliptical cross-section whose

major ax is ts always parallel to the iristantaneous (iirct ion of

flow. The selection of the dray and inertia coefficients lfor

this case provides an additional deqree of uncertainity since thle

CD and Cm values [or elliptical cross-sect ions ace exp~cte d to be

quite different from t-hat of circular cross-sectionis.

In the second mothod, the rusu Itant drag and inertia forces

are resolved into normal and tangential components witth respect

to the longitudinal ixis off the inclined cylinder. The normal



components of forces are retained, while the tangential forces

are ignored. The skin friction effect on the structure are

assumed to be jiinimal. In this case, the total force has drag

and inertia force components that are not coplanar, but both act

normal to the longitudinal axis of the member.

The thicd method retains the normal components of water

particle velocity and acceleration and discards the tangential

kinematic components. The total force has drag and inertia

forces that act normal to the longitudinal axis of the member.

In general, the drag and inertia vectors will not be coplanar.

Also of note is that the drag force in this case wil1 have a

cosine squared term. It would be expected that this method will

give significantly less force on a drag-dominated structure than

those predicted by the first two methods.

The fourth method is the most conservative method

considered. This method assumes that resultant water particle

velocities and accelerations always act perpendicular to the

longitudinal axis of the inclined member to a yaw angle of 60

degrees. Yaw angles are formed by the included angle between t~ie

normal to the member's longitudinal axis and the resultant

velocity or acceleration vectors. The resultant kinematic

vectocs, which are rarely normal to a member's i,,igitudinal axis,

are rotated up to 60 degrees without changing the magnitude of

the vector and then Applied to the entire length of the inclined

imnebe r.
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Wade and Dwyer (1976) made a comparison of the four methods

LIA coRIOUttn,4 wave forces onl jacket-type of fshore structures.

'1,ey report that variations of base3( shears and overturning

P,,, :,ents on the structuires, calculated by thle [our different

in eL t:(-is discussed above, can be as large as 22 percent.

Neve rhuiless, all the methods ire procedures generally used by

indus ;L]y at prese~nt. Conci[us lye cal ibrat ions with test data on

these ;,itt-hods have not been aiide. Additional research work is

rtiquired inr order to LsI-ab"i sh a Uniform criteria for determinilq~

wave loads on inclined mewbher~i.

Studies on wave force: coefficients associated with inclined

mem~ber.,s are a Iso very limited. It is suggested by llogben, et al.

(1917) (:hat tile vausof the drag and inertia coefficients

r(eko.31nded'1- in "'1(g 3.5 should be used, witi Reynolds number -ind

Keultagani-Carpenter number evaluated from the cylinder diameter

and the maximum normal ye tocity component. The degree of

reliabiLity cannot be assessed until more conclusiv? ruesearc:h onl

this topic is available.

4.2 Otner Structural :3h. e 5

The Morison Equation was originally developed 'Loc a circu ar

cylindrical member, which is by far the most widely u!;ed

structjiral shape in constructing offshore structurei3. Hoiw_,-vcr,

in some special instances, wave forces onl other strucniral sliipes

may have to be determined. Limi ted studies were punlisihud oil thle

application of the Morison Equation on structural sha:.es oth-er
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than circular cylinders. Values of drag coefficient as a

function of Reynolds' number have been given for some two-

dimensional prismatic shapes in steady flow by Delany and

Sorenson (1953) and Hoerner (1965). Values of the drag

coefficient tend to remain constant over all ranges of the

ReynoL ds number for shapes with geometric discontinuities, but as

the shapes become smoother, the variation of the drag coefficient

with the Reynolds number tends to be more like that for circular

cylinders. ,, recent experimental study was reported by Bearmarl,

Graham and Singh (1978) on the measurements of force coefficients

in planar oscillatory flows. Structural shapes including flat

plate, square, diamond and circular cylinders were tested in the

subcritical Reynolds number regime over the Keulegan-Carpenter

number range fromi 3 to 70. Their results are shown in Fij. 4.1

and 4.2, where the drag and inertia coefficient were plotted

against the Keulegan-Carpenter number for the four body shapes.

In general, the flat plate, square and diamond shapes ali

produce larger drag coefficient values than circular cylinders at

high Kealegan-Carpenter number ranges. This again implies t.at

the circular cylinder is a more efficient structural element in

viscou; wavy flows. Beyond a Keulegan-Carpenter number of about

10 to 15, the curves for the flat plate, damond, square antd

circular cylinders are remarkably similar. At low Keulegan-

Carpenter numbers, the inertia coefficients approach very close

to their potential flow valies. The flat plate, circular
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cyLinder and diamonid cylinduc all show a minimum value in inertia

coefficient hetween a Keulegan-Carpenter number of about 15 to

20. The. sq.uare sect ion cylinder has a different behavior and

s3hows ov ide-nce of be.ig ve,.ry sons wiitive to the turbulence in the

w~ike tlIow Awept back pa-st the body.

r:.ci nd ac a ( 1969) have? puhlbiiShed a study ok wave

1fOrce(-s ,)1 ;ho rleS . The- tO )cCI:! coet P ic lj-nts suggested are C9  0.7

and CM 1 . 2. "'Thc measured andA ca Le La ted wave forces agreed, in

general, to(. wi'khiin .ibout 4' up.!cent. Wave force coefficients I-or

71 :3m !2 na,-Ve a lSO b.1 iiC Ia3 a f une t ori of Kekileyan-Ca rpon ter

numbcr Lrom aock jy Yw ipkayi anld TI'ter ( 1974) in planar

ose itian ory Li Lows. A\t h 1131 R(2y1)nod L k ribe rs , va luOs of drag

coetA tionts11 )Cre i-ikc ty t-o be sma I.Ler.

4. 3 ;:f L(5ct- ofSr3~( ~ojw~

Recoaimetidced valuesi ot d1ray and inertia coefficients shown in

t~.3. pertain to circ-ular cylincders with a :smooth surface.

However, of [shorke stLr'ictures in the real sea environment are

usually fouiled by accumu lations ot iar inc growth or due to

corros ion. Such efi-Lects inay not otily increase the size of a

structura--l mnember sitgifi1cantly, but ai~so produce a Surface that

is very hydrudyndniical Ly rough. In computingj wave loads on

mar ine-tou led,, s ttkictraL1 members, the designer has to estiia i:e:

(a) the thicknL2ss- of growth, and hence the increase in diaimeter

and volume; anid (b) the effectilye rougjhness height k r and hence

the relative rougjhness k r/D [or deteruiininrg the effect of
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roughness on the force coelficients.

Roughness generally increases rates of boundary layer

growth, is well as the magnitude of the nkin friction. A normal

method to account for fouling is to increase the value of the

dcag oefticient. The change in drag coefficient has been

measured as a function of roughness relative to cylinder diameter

kriD. 1easurements on the e ;ftect of relative roughness height on

the post-critical level of drag coefficient in uniform incident

flow have been reported by Achenbach (1971), Wong (1977) and

Miller (1977). Their results are2 compiled and shown in Fig. 4.3,

adopted trom Hoqben, et al.(1977). The drag coefficient is shown

to increase with increasing relative roughness. The curve levels

out at about 60 percent above its smooth value for a range of

roughness height, and then increases again.

Effects of various degrees of relative roughness on drag and

inertia coefficients in the critical Reynolds number and

Keulegan-Carpenter number regimes were measured by Sarpkaya

(1976) in planar oscillatory flow (see Figs. 4.4 and 4.5). In

general, the transition from critical to post-critical region

(where the drag coefficient falls staeply w.ith increasing

Reynolds number) occurs progressively earlier as roughness kr/

increases. The minimuLI drag coefficient also increases with

increase in roughness and the drag coetticient at high Reynolds

number is higher thc-n it is for smooth cylinders.
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Direct comparisons of the force on a rough cylinder with

thiat on a smooth cylinder in laboratory waves were conducted by

Matten (1977). In his experiments, the two cylinders were

mounted side by side. They were acted on by the same waves, but

W !r tar enough apart in a lateral direction to avoid spurious

inter::erence. ;'fatten provided direct evidence that roughness

prouJuces large incro-ases of luading in waves (see Fig. 4.6),

soniet.-fles as much as 50 percent above the loading on smooth

cylinders. Comparisons of Cu values on a smooth cylinder and a

olirnacLe-encrusted c:ylinder in real sea conditions were also

reported by leideman, et al. (1979) in the Ocean Test Structure

Experiment. Flow conditions represent a range of Keulegan-

Carpenter nufibers up to 60 and a range of Reynolds numbers fro

2x L 5 to 6x1O5 . The drag coetficient 4as found to increase from

0.68 to L.0 in the asymptotic limit of high Keulegan-Carpenter

nuiber region (shown in Fiq. 4.7). This demonstrates an almost

50 peocent increase in the drag force on a fouled cylinder over

the corresponding value for a smooth cylinder.

From the above research works, it is apparent that the

effect of roughness and fouling on wave forces can be very

significant. The increased drag coefficient is applied to a

larger-than-original cylinder due to the fouling. This further

amplifies the increase in the drag force on a fouled structural

member. However, there is still a large degree of uncertainty
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on the exact effect of surface roughness due to the scarcity of

data and the limited coverage of flow regimes by existing

results.

4.4 Interference Effects Due to Neighboring Objects

The Morison Equation and the force coefficient were

developed originally for single cylindrical members. The flow

over jroups of cylinders in which the iiembers are not far apart

is different from the flow past isolated cylinders. Also, the

fluid forces on a structure are not, in general, equal to the sum

of the forces which would be exerted on its constituent members

in isolation. This effect of shielding (or proximity effects)

include: conditions near the joints of lattice structures;

conductor groups or marine risers, where a relatively large

number of pipes are bundled together; or situations in which

relatively small bracing members lie in the diffraction field of

a large adjoining member.

Reviews of This subject on interference effects have been

given by Sarpkaya (1978b), Hogben, et al. (1977), and Zdravkovich

(1977). Common practice in steady flow alculations is to alLow

for shielding (by upstream cylinders) wben cylinders arc within a

cc2ttain critical spacing of each othmer and thus inducing certain

mutual interference effects. hoerine (1065) reported that for

two cylinders in a tandem arrdngement (one cylinder behind the

other), the critical spacing relative to cylinder diameter, Sc/D ,

is about 4. When the spacing is less than the critical spacing,



the upstream cylinder takes the major forces, and the total drag

for Lhn jroup is smaller than the sum of the drag forces acting

on i eih ct/tnd _.r in isolation. The reduction of the drag

,oelLiteint for the downstream cylinder is due to the effect of

,Iake : low induced by the upstream member on the circumferential

.)rf.,sstire (lisLCifJution. Hoeciler (L965) also reported that two

cyl iide 1>3 i'i a de-by--jide crngemert .rill exhibit dis turbances

in the L Low and measured forces for spacing ratios smaller than a

critical value of So/D_--2. This results from the mutual

interfc,:ence of the vortices on the adjacent sides of the vortex

steets.

Additional work with tube arrays in steady flow has been

reported oy Laird, et al. (1967); Chen (1972); Arita, et al.

(1973); L)alton arid Szabo (1976); and Peaccey (1975). In a test

on 3 x 3 arrays of circular cylinders with three diameter

spacings, small variations of the drag coufficient were found 1n

steady flow (Pearcey, 1975). It was also found that when the

flow direction is in line with the cows of tubes, there will t2 a

reduction in the drag coefticient for the downstream ;ebcLs, ot

for certain other orientations, the interference effects :,ay ].ci

to increases in drag coeflficLent tor some of the members.

Although the excursion between the maximuri and minimui ,,al -:3

could be significant for some of the individual mnembers, '_ei ,. r

the maxiuum dray for any member, nor the average for alt rb -3

is very different from that oF a single tube. The variatiors in
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the average drag with change in orientation are also relatively

small. Some (A the results of Pearcey (1975) are shown in Figs.

4.8 and 4.9.

Data on the interaction between draq and inertia

coefficients Lor cylinder guoups in wave, is very limited. The

inertia coe[ficient for a group of cytiniers in inviscid

unsepacated flow can be obtaned through the use of potential

flow theory (-.g., Dalton and lelfinstine, 1971; Yamamoto, 1976;

Chakraba.ti, 197 3) H,;ever, these steadies do not deal with the

effects of separation and vortex shedding, so that the results

are .,ore appropriate for determ Ining wave forces on large bodies,

or at low Keulegan-Carpenter number, rather than to the

evaluation of the inertial component of thu force in the

drag/inertia dominated regime.

Bushnell (1977) tried to study the interference effects on

the drag and transverse forces acting on ,, two-cylinder

configurationhou through rIhe use of a puL.s3ttin water tunnel. His

resuits showed that the preserice of neighbouing cylinders

s.gnificantly affects the torces on an individual cylinder of an

arrayV and the interference effect inJcr-as25_s with increasing

re!.-tive flow displacement. The maxilnu!n d13g force on shielded

cyli.Iders was reduced relative to an -xpost J cylinder by up to 50

percent. fiushne l sujjested that a design using a high Reyno las

num~b'r s ing I- cy [ t ae C 3rag (oeff ici..nt ipplied throughout the

array would have an extra mag in of :satity a-igainst maxinium draq
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loading due to itnt-ec_-fere-nce el fects. The transverse forces in

the case ot cyiinder jroups can be very s igni.ficant due to mutual

i txtoeerces and may exhibit very complex dynamic behavior.

;atr ,kaya (1973b) conducted a laboratory study of two arrays

con' L ttinjot 15 oute c pipes ,and oile central pipe subjected to

;id rmon tca [I-y osc1.[LaLocy flow. i1C l-oUnd that the drag and

i nertta Oof Lic len(t .re naeutnh lt oC Reynolds numnber and reauh

theic asymptotic va lies at relatively 3nall values of Keulegan-

C:,:ente: aiumhner. The inertia coefIicient was shown to be

con;tde cabLy acjer than that preoicted by the potential theory,

and it appears that some fluid mass was entrapped within the

bundle as 1 cons(que ce of tme solidification of tube

conf ig ura t ion.

Et is d i1f i cuLt to jeecaI ize o r p cdict the interIt:rence

effects in wave I[lows on the basis of relatively idealized

situations belfore more r liable data are available. Howevec,

Hogben,et al. (1977) suggested two basic ground rules for

designers concerning drag forces on grouped strmictura]I nmbrts:

1. Lf the cylinders are further apart than haLf the Wale

height, the water is reasonably deep and with no

current, the drag coeticient is probably unchrinqeod

from its value for an isoLateon cylinder because: Li.e

wake of any cylinder can, at most, be of the orrl e,:

H/2 I.ong.



2. If the Keulegan-Carpenter number is large, then~ the

steady flow drag coefficient values may be used. If

the cylinder under consideration is shielded for both

tore and aft flow directions and is sufficiently close

to those shieldin e it, steady flow shielding factors

may tentatively be assumed, but only for restricted

flow directions.

In general, the application of shielding factors for wave

flows has not been quantified.

4.5 Transverse Lift Forces

As described in Section 3 of this report, transverse forces

on a structural member are define2d as the component of

hydrodynamic force normal to the undisturbed flow direction and

the axis of the member due to vortex effects. When the

transverse force is in the upward direction, it is generally

c(alled "lift". The onset of established periodic lateral forces

on cylinders was deduced by Keulegan and Carpenter (1958). They

proposed that the parameter UmT/D shotild be adopted to indicate

whether or not the flow could establish periodic wake inotion, arnd

,ttached the value UmT/D > 15 as the threshold for lift forces.

This transverse or lift force per unit lenyth, FL, is formulated

in a form analogous to the drag force, i.e.,

FL CL 1/2 p D u2  (4.1)
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where CL is the lift coefficient.

The nature of these transverse forces is not well understood

foc oscillatory flows. The lift coefficient CL will have a time-

averaged value of zero if flow and cylinder are uniform and

symmetric. However, periodic transverse pressure fluctuations

associated with the formation of vortex motion in the wake can

occur, then CL will be defined by the r.m.s. values of the force

variations.

The frequency of these transverse forces has been related to

the Strouhal number (St) and Reynolds number (Re) for steady

flow. The Strouhal number is defined as Dfn/u, where D is the

member diameter, L n is the shedding frequencies of the vortices,

and u Is the fluid particle velocity. Laird (1962), in an

experimental study on flexible cylinaers, demonstrated the

importance of transverse forces when the frequencies of the

structure and transverse forces are in a lock-in or vortex

synchronization situation. Laird found that if the eddy shedding

period was near the natural period of the cylinder, transverse

forces could develop magnitudes over four times the magnitude of

drag force calculated for corresponding uniform steady flow at

the same fluid flow velocity. This nonlinear mechanism

accounting for the increase in lift forces had been explained by

Dean and Harleman (1966):
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"The axial length of a shed vortex (which causes the lift
force) is more or less proportional to the cylinder diameter
in cases where the transverse cylinder oscillations are
small. For these conditions, then, there is little
likelihood that a vortex will be shed simultaneously along
the entire cylinder length. If the transverse cylinder
oscillations are on the order of a cylinder diameter,
however, the eddy and cylinder systems become coupled and
the cylinder motion acts as a "mechanism" to trigger the
simultaneous shedding of a vortex along the entice length of
the piling, thereby resulting in extremely large lift
forces. In addition, for fairly large cylinder oscillations
the wake width is increased, which increases the strength of
the shed vortices."

The situations for structural members under unsteady

oscillatory flow are not well understood. However, similar

magnification of transverse forces can be expected as in the case

of the oscillations of long piles and strumming of cable-stayed

structures in the ocean under similar conditions.

Studies of transverse lift force in waves have been very

limited. Sarpkaya (1976b) conducted a series of laboratory

;tjdies on transvetse forces in planar oscillatory flow. A

summary of his smooth cylinder results is shown in Fig. 4.10. In

this figure, the lift coefficient (CL) is plotted against the

Reynolds number for constant values of Keulegan-Carpenter number.

For Reynolds numbers smaller than 2 x 104, CL depends primarily

on th, :eulegan-Carpenter number. In the Reynolds number range

Lrom about 2 x i0 4 to I x 105, CL depends, to varying degrees, on

both the Reynolds and Keulegan-Carpen;er numbers. Above a

Reynolds number of about I x 105, the dependence of CL on

Reynolds and Keulegan-Ccirpenter numbers is quite negligible, but

in general, values of CL drop rapidly with increasing Reynolds
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and Keulegan-Carpenter numbers, and levels off to about 0.2 for

large values of Reynolds and Keulegan-Carpenter numbers.

Sarpkaya (1976a), in discussing the application of his

planar flow results to wavy flow conditions, reported that the

lift coefficient may be about 30 percent smaller than that

presented in Fig. 4.10 for KC values smaller than about 30,

primarily because of the reduced spanwise coherence. However,

the differences between the wavy flows and planar oscillatory

flows ace negligible for larger values of the Keulegan-Carpenter

numbec and lift coefficients presented in Fig. 4.10 may be used

to calculate the transverse lift forces.

4.6 Hydroelastic Interaction

Hydroelastic interaction is the phenomenon caused by the

relative motion, or vibration, of an immersed structure, and the

resulting hydrodynamic force on the structure. Because the

vibratory response of the cylinder structure is related to the

applied hydrodynamic force, and the hydrodynamic force is in turn

influenced by the motion of the structure, both the hydrodynamic

force and the structural response are interrelated. The relative

motion and vibratory response of the structure also affect the

value of the drag coefficient. Flow-induced oscillation has been

a subject for numerous research studies. A comprehensive review

on this topic was given by Sarpkaya (1979).
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In applying the morison Equation to the in-line vibrations

of a cylinder undergoing displacements which are small compared

to the diameter of the cylinder, the interaction equations of

equilibrium are usually modified to account for the relative

motion, (i.e., the water particle velocity (u) and acceleration

(u) minus the structural velocity (x) and acceleration (') in

calculating wave forces, rather than just the velocity and

acceleration of the water particles alone). Thus, the Morison

Equation may be rewritten in the form below as

F = p(CM-1) V (U - 'x) + pV6 + 1/2pCD A (u-xI (u-x) (4.2)

where F is the total force on the member. The first term on the

right-hand side is the added mass term associated with the

convective acceleration of the relative motion which occurs

because of the changing flow around the structure. The second

right-hand term is the Proude-Krylov force due to the local

acceleration of the unsteady flow. This term is affected only by

e relative location of the structure in the wave, which is

often considered as unchanged for small structural displacement

problems. The third term gives the dcag force due to the

relative velocity.
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In conducting dynamic analysis of the structure, Equation

4.2 can be equated to the equation of motion of the system as:

MM + Cx + Kx p(CM-I) P V (;I - x) +pVu (4.3)

+ 1/ 2 pCD AIU - kI (u-k)

where X is the structural displacement, and M, C and K are the

structural mass, damping and stiffness respectively. Equation

4.3 can be cewritten as:

[M + p (C M-I)V] x + Ck + Kx = p(CM-1) Vul + PVu (4.4)

+ l/2 pCD Aju-kI (u-)

The drag force term on the right hand side of Equation 4.4 still

relates to the structural response, x. Since this is a nonlinear

term containing the absolute value term lu-xI, it is difficult to

uncouple x from u. For rather rigid structures, the structural

velocity is much smaller than the water particle velocity, u, and

the relative velocity, (u-x), can be and is replaced by the water

particle velocity, u.

A solution based on such a linearization shows, in general,

that the dynamic response contains resonances of the cylinder

with the inertial and drag components of the fluid force. When

the natural frequency of the cylinder approaches the frequency of

the oscillatory flow, the cylinder will resonate with the fluid
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force, and the response of the structure at resonance is limited

only by the damping of the fluid-structure system.

The dynamic behavior of an offshore structure is a complex

phenomenon, and may become very significant in deep water

conditiuns when the fundamental periods of the structure become

comparaible to the design wave periods. This phenomenon tends to

produce near resonance structural response conditions leading to

larger stress,s than would be predicted from a conventional

pseudo-static analysis.

Transverse vibrations of structural members have been

discussed in Section 4.5. It was shown that they can occur when

the vortex shedding frequency is nearly in tune with the natural

frequency of the structural member, and can cause lynamic as well

as fatigue damage to the structure. The forcing function is not

yet accurately known for oscillatory fluid motion, and will have

to Oe determined experimentally. In general, the sharpness of

the vibrations depends on the internal damping of the structural

system.

Very limited data are available for describing the values of

Lo : coefficients for oscillating structural members. Sarpkaya

(1977) conducted a study of transverse oscillations of a

flexibly-mounted rigid cylinder in harmonid flow. He reported

that the ratio of the maximum lift coefficient for the

oscillating cylinder to that for the stationary cylinder is about

1.8 for a Ieynolds number range of about 6 x 104, and a Keulegan-
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Carpenter number of about 54. For oscillations of continuous

.ttuctd rs, such as space frames, the situation is even more

oIlplex olue to other factors such as the sheltering effect of the

1itCconUectLng members, angle of inclination of the waves and

*ur_ nts, etc. Before more accurate data can be developed, the

force coetLicients for rigid cylinders are usually used in

performing dynamic analysis of offshore structures.

4.7 Effects of Wave-Current Interaction

In offshore structure design, the presence of currents

complicates the application of the Morison Equation, whose

kinematic terms were originally associated with only that of

waves. The conventional method of including the current effects

on wave loadings is by superimposing current profile over the

wave velocity field generated in the absence of a current.

Hogben, et al. (1977) suggested that for a current flowing

approximately parallel to the wave direction, the current

velocity should be added vectorially to the wave particle

velocity both for the definition of Reynolds number, and for use

in the Morison Equation. The evaluation and meaning of the

Keulegan-Carpenter number when such a current is present is

uncertain. Since the Keulegan-Carpenter number is essentially a

measure of the relative magnitude of drag to inertia, it is

suggested that in most situations, the vectorial sum should be

used until more reliable data are available.
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The presence of a current seems to influence the drag

coefficient and not the inertia coefficient, since the current

changes the velocity field and sweeps the vortices away from the

structure. It is to be pointed out that recommended drag

coefficients inferred from real sea conditions, such as the Wave

Force Project T and II experiments, did not consider the separate

effect of currents and waves. This is due to the difficulty in

obtaining and analyzing wave force and current data together, as

well as the lack of an accurate model for describing the wave-

current field. A re-analysis of the Wave Force Project II data

by Dalrymple (1976) indicated that drag coefficients obtained

without considering the presence of a current are too large. The

bias introduced by the current can change the CD values as much

as 30 percent, depending on the relative magnitude of the current

to the maximum water particle velocity.

A limited amount of research work has been done on the

urnderstanding of wave-current interaction phenomenon, and the

present state of knowledge on this subject is far from adequate.

Longuett-Higgins and Stewart (1961) first reported the change of

wave characteristics when a wave encounters a current. If the

current is in the direction of the waves, wave amplitude

decreases and wave length increases. If the current opposes the

waves, then the wave steepens and shortens. In a random wave

field, component waves are affected by currents in a similar

manner, resulting in the modification of the wave spectrum (Tung
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and Huang, 1973). Dalrymple (1974) developed two wave models for

the representation of symmetric finite amplitude water waves of

arbitrary order propagating on currents with velocity profiles

which are describable by one or two straight lines. He compared

his results in computing the fluid particle velocity with the

conventional method of superimposing the ambient current velocity

profile onto the velocity field of a wave in still water. It was

noted that the error in superposition is quite small in the deep

water range, although the superposition method is known to be

theoretically incorrect due to the nonlinear interaction of the

current and the wave. Superposition of waves and currents does

not account for the change of wave characteristics due to

currents.

The effect of currents also affect the breaking limit of

waves as reported by Dalrymple and Dean (1975). They showed, by

using an iterative procedure which relates a wave propagating on

a constant and uniform current to an equivalent wave propagating

in still water, that the presence of current tends to increase

the limiting wave heights when the current flows in the direction

of the waves and to increase the percentage of wave crest above

still water. The opposite effect is true for opposing currents.

4.8 Surface Effects

An important problem area for which the Morison Equation is

not directly applicable arises in the so-called "splash zone" of

offshore structures. In this zone, horizontal bracing members
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and vertical members piercing the water surface are subjected to

very heavy cyclic buoyancy forces and slamming loads. Under

these conditions, the regular wave theories are not adequate to

describe the free surface wave kinematics, and the wave loads

depart from the drag and inertia concept prescribed by the

Morison Equation. In some cases, these free surface effects can

cause severe vibrations due to the impulsive nature of the

slamming forces, making the structure highly susceptible to

fatigue. These problems are of some urgency, but relatively

little is known at present.

Some of the most severe wave loads are on horizontal members

near the free surface that are repeatedly submerged, and

subjecte d to a form of cyclic buoyancy and slamming in each wave

cycle. Several such fatigue-related "splash zone" failures have

been reported by Altfield (1975). Recent research studies on

this subject have been concentrated on identifying and

qlantifying the different components of slamming loads and the

para.neters that determine them.

Wave slamming is the impact load on a surface piercing

-,ember during the initial stages of fluid contact which develops

as the large particle accelerations give rise to large forces.

As the member becomes more fulLy immersed, -orces due to viscous

effects become predominant.
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Kaplan and Silbert (1976) developed a method for computing

the forces acting on a horizontal cylinder from the instant of

impact to full immersion. They reported that this force is equal

to the sum of the buoyant force and the time-rate of change of

momentum. Thus, one has

F = pg A + (m + pA) j +am 1? (4.7)
az

in which F is the total force on a unit section length of the

cylinder member; p , the fluid density; g, the gravitational

acceleration; A, the immersed area; m, the added mass per unit

length; 17 , the instantaneous height of the wave surface above

the mean water level; and z, the instantaneous depth of cylinder

immersion. The ficst and second derivations of 77 with respect

to time are denoted by h1 and fl.'

Dalton and Nash (1976) conducted slamming experiments with a

0.5 inch diameter cylinder with small amplitude waves generated

in a laboratory tank, and tried to correlate the slamming force,

Fwith a slamming coefficient, Cs, as

Fs 1/2 CS p Ap U(4.8)

where A Pis the projected area of the member normal to the plane

of wave impact, and U is the resultant fluid velocity during

impact. Their data exhibited large scatter, and showed no
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particular correlation with either the predictions of the

hydrodynamic theory or identifiable wave parameters.

Miller (1977) presented the results of a series of wave-tank

experiments which were made to establish the magnitude of the

wave force slamming coefficie nt. He found an average coefficient

of 3.6 for those trials in which slamming force was dominant.

Faltinsen, et al. (1977) investigated the load acting on rigid

horizontal circular 2ylinders which were forced into motion with

constant velocity through an initially calm free surface. They

tound that the slamming coefficient ranged from 4.1 to 6.4. For

flexible horizontal cylinders, they found that the analytically

predicted values were always lower than those found

experimentally. Experiments in controlled planar oscillary flows

were also done by Sarpkaya (1978a). He confirmed that the

initi' L value of the slamming coefficient is essentially equal to

its theoretical value of 7r. He also reported that the force

experienced by the cylinder cannot be consideced independently of

dynamic response of the cylinder. Tn fact, the slamming

coefficient can be airplificd to a value as high as 6.3 through

linamic rjsponse of The cylinder.

--plan (1979) presented another model which describes both

the vertical and horizontal forcce acting on the horizontal member

in the free surface zone. The expression for the vertical force,

F,, (position upward) on the circular section of a member was

reported by Kaplan as
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Fz  pg A?? + (m3 4pA) W+ 3m3 72 (4.9)

where m3 is the vertical added mass of the section as a function

of the degree of immersion.

The first terms on the right represents the buoyant force,

the second term represents the effect of the spatial gradient in

the waves, and the third term represents the results of

determining the time rate of change of fluid momentum. This

expression was derived on the basis of ideal potential flow which

accounts for inertial Eluid forces associated with impulsive flow

at the free surface. It is also assumed that the cylinder radius

is small compared to wave dimension, so that the wave is locally

flat and horizontal across the cylindrical section. An

expression for the horizontal force, FyI was also given as

F y (M2  + pA) 6.+ 3m(. Uo) (4. 10)

where m2 is the horizontal added mass Df the immersed section, UO

and u o are the wave particle velocity and acceleration in thl

horizontal direction, and i the rate of change in

immers ion.

Tt-\is theoretical model has been calibrated with real sea

data obtained from the Ocean Test Structure experiment (Kaplan,

1979). rhe correlation between theory and experiment for the
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vertic .Al impact torces was not adequate. However, Kaplan (1979)

supported the findings of previous studies. He showed that a slam

coefficient equal to ir or iproximately 3.2, may be used in

desiign in spite of some of the present problems of full-scale

data correlation. Correlation of the horizonital force with the

full-scale test data showcd 'ette- representation of the actual

horizontal impact force.

4.9 Structural Members Near the Sea Bottom

The determination of wave forces on submerged horizontal

cylinders near the sea hottom is an important subject, as it

intoives practical design problems such as design of submerged

pipeli;,es and ocean outfalls. fn spite of various research

eforts, the knowledge of wave forces on submerged horizontal

cylinoers is stil.l incomplete. This difficulty arises from the

lack of an accurate description of the fundamental mechanisms for

vor-ttx >oo ,atjon ,tuout a horizontal cylinder located on, or close

to, he bottom in p._)eriodic flow.

In colnputing wave forces on horizontal members near the sea

bottoin, bornh the horizontal and vertical force components need to

>' ,on.; idepc~. The iic izon.tal forces can he determined with the

i,'unL Morison Equation formulation by considering the drag and

' i_. orce components in the hori..orital ,irection. However,
/i -r( Li:ai iorces ire eumposed of the rc,. and inertia

,;..ts in the vertical irection, plus the additional lift

, to vortex circulation. The vertical drag and lift
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forces are usually lumped in one single lift term so that the

total vertical force on a sectional length (f) of a horizontal

cylindrical member can be formulated as

FT = CLPl/2 Du2 + CMPID_2 (4.11)
4

where CL = total lift coefficient

CM' = inertia coefficient in the vertical directiont

The force coefficients for horizontal cylinders are similar to

those of regular vertical cylinders, except that they are subject

to proximity effects when the member is close to the sea bottom.

In deep water conditions, away from the free surface, the

fluid orbit path is relatively small compared to the member

diameter due to the exponential decay of the particle orbital

motion. These conditions have been depicted in Regime V in Fig.

3.3, where the ratios H/D and irD/L are small. At a water depth

of 300 ft. under a surface wave height of 30 ft., this regime

represents conditions where the ratio of particle motion to

member diameter, approximated by H/D, becomes less than about

6.0, or that the member diameter becomes larger than 5 ft. This

regime would also apply to smaller structural diameters under

smaller waves and deeper water. In this regime, the drag force

is not significant. The remaining acceleration and lift forces

can be determined analytically by potential flow theory. This
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method has been substantiated by experimental works of Nath and

Yamamoto (1974), and Yamamoto, Nath and Slotta (1974). Their

studies also reported that theoretical horizontal and vertical

inertia coefficients are the same, and the lift coefficient and

the vertical inertia coefficient depend on the pipe clearance,

S, from the sea bottom. It was shown theoretically by Dalton

and Helfinstirne (1971) that in this regime the lift coefficient

approaches negative infinity as the pipe clearance approaches

zero, and is equal to 4.49 when the pipe clearance equals to

zero. The theory also predicts that the vertical inertia

coefficient will become larger when the cylinder is closer to the

bottom.

In shallower waters, or when the ratio of particle orbit

path to member diameter is large enough for the periodic

lormulation of vortices, the drag force will become important and

the potential flow theory is no longer valid. Grace and Nicinski

(1976) performed a field measurement study on wave forces on

pipelines near the ocean bottom, and provided some suggestions

i!or selecting design values on wave force coefficients. They

reported that the horizontal drag force coefficients are related

to the ratio of the orbit particle path to the member diameter,

S/D. A plot of their results is shown in FLg. 4.11. The drag

coefficient was found to decrease with increasing S/D to an

asymptotic value of 0.7. A tentative upper bound curve was
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suggested for design to include the effect of various pipe

clearances from the sea bottom.

A plot of Grace and Nicinski's results on the inertia

coefficient in both the horizontal and vertical direction is

;hown in Fig. 4.12. The inertia coefficient was found to depend

(in the ratio of pipe clearance to member diameter, CID. Grace

and Nicinski recommended an inertia coefficient of 4.0 for zero

pipe clearance to be used for design. They also suggested

obtaining inertia coefficient values from the curve in Fig. 4.12

for other pipe clearances.

The relative particle motion to member diameter ratio S/D

also strongly influences the value of the lift coefficient CL. A

plot of Grace and Nicinski's results shown in Fig. 4.13 indicates

a general trend for the lift coefficient to drop off with

increasing S/D up to a limit, at which point the lift coefficient

increases and then again subsides. Grace and Nicinski also

suggJested using the upper bound CL values for design. Results

presented by Grace and Nicinski (1976) are for horizontal

pipelines parallel to the wave fronts. other effects on force

coefficients such as skew angles of wave attack, bottom current-

wave interactions and pipe groupings, etc., still require

additional study.
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5.0 RESEARCH NEEDS

5.1 Overview

This section summarizes, organizes, and discusses those

research needs which carn result in improvements to the Morison

Equation or ca~i result in a new formulation or method of analysis

filling the need for the Morison Equation. Section 6 will

summarize our evaluation of these research needs, and suggest

priorizies. Section 7 will suamwarize our recommendations for

pursuing these research needs.

In the 30 years since the introduction of the Morison

Equation, there have been significant improvements in our

understanding of waves, wave forces, flow of water around

structural elements in an ocean environment, performance of

offshore structures designed with the Morison Equation as an

ingredient, and in our genera] analytical and design

capabilities. As discussed in Section 3.0 of this report, the

oriqinal Morison Equation has undergone slow and rather non-

uniform evolution during this period. In addition, the variables

describing the ocean kinematics are presently used in several

different manners, depending on the applical ion (e.g., combined

wave-current effects; effects caused by Lnclined members or

obliquely incident horizontal members; the use of the total or

local derivative, etc). In other applications, additional force
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terms (e.g., to account for transverse (lift) forces) are used.

Finally, various designers apply different empirical "correction"

coefficients to the individual force component terms, as well as

to the entire expression in order Lo incorporate their experience

with structures designed for similar environmental and strength

requirements.

The overall effect of the Morison Equation evolution has

been the development of a patchwork of only partially

standardized design procedures.

With this background of significant improvements, pragmatic

evolution, and with the increasing needs to improve our general

capabilities to accurately describe or characterize wave forces,

additional research is needed and warranted.

We have organized the research and development effort we

perceive to be needed into four general areas (also shown

schematically in Fig. 5.1):

1. Updating of the Navy's design guideline for determining

wave forces on structures.

2. Improvements and extensions to the Morison Equation.

3. Tmproved descriptions of the sea state and the

associated water column kinematics.

4. Basic research on fluid-structure interaction dynamics.

The specific research needs within each of these four

general areas will be discussed in detail in the following

sections.
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5.2 U pdating of the Navy's Design Guideline for

Wave Forces on Structures

The present NCEL wave force design guideline (NAVFAC DM-26,

1968) is developed directly from the original Morison Equation.

A substantial difference exists between this NCEL design

procedur2 versus the design procedures which are currently in use

in the offshore hydrocarbon industry. Section 3.0 of this report

has outlined many of these differences, and in that section, it

was indicated that no truly standard design procedure exists.

The fact that the wave force design procedures used by the

modern hydrocarbon industry depart substantially from the older

standards used by NCEL indicates a need for NCEL to sipport a

development effort which will synthesize and incorporate the most

valuable elements of the wave force design procedure used in

industry today.

This first and major need of the NCEL research and

development program is basically a development effort. That is,

the information presently available and disseminated among

commercial users can be assembled and translated into an updated

wqiLdeIine for designing Naval offshore structures. In

accompl.ishing this effort, it will be necessary to keep in mind

the Navy's own special need. For example, the functional purpose

of many Naval offshore structures is qlite different from most of

the commercial offshore structures. Commercial offshore

structures are often designed with a la.rge margin of safety
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factor because of the substantial investment, expensive

equipment, and personnel on these structures. Many Naval

structures are simple ones which are unmanned, and are used to

support relatively inexpensive electronics equipment. Thus, the

design guideline developed for the Navy should be specially

written to limit the potential for expensive overdesign.

5.3 Research Needs for Improving and Extending

the Morison Equation

As discussed in Sections 3 and 4 of this report, the Morison

Equation was originally formulated for a much simplified and

idealized set of conditions. However, the equation has also been

extended to other conditions of various complexities with varying

degrees of success. Research efforts are needed for achieving

improvements and more reliable extended usage of the equation. A

primary research objective would be, based on our current improv-

ed understanding of the general wave force problem, to properly

analyze, summarize and incorporate the background of analytical,

laboratory experimental, and field data gathering efforts of the

past 30 years into an extended Morison Equation, which can be

termed as a Unified Wave Force Formulation. The Unified Wave

Force Formulation may be regarded as an orderly and systematic

design procedure which would allow the designer to fully recog-

nize and reliably characterize the complex wave force components

necessary for a successful design of Naval offshore structures.
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In development of such a Unified Wave Force Formulation,

designers need to be able to0 reliably describe the wave forces on

structural elements and assemblages of structural elements in

complex sea-structure interaction environments. The designer

also needs to be able to reliably characterize the applications

of wave force computations under different design frameworks,

based on the temporal, spectral and probabilistic philosophies of

analysis. The general effort can be organized into six research

tasks as shown schematically in Fig. 5.2:

Task

The first task concerns a better characterization of complex

conditions associated with single structural elements. This

includes a list of complications such as vortex-induced lift

forces; near-surface wave slamming effects; near-surface cyclic

buoyancy forces; inclined member effects; member surface

roughness effects; vibrating and compliant structure motions;

noncircular cylindrical sections; and breaking-wave-induced

forces, that are outside the original scope of the Morison

Equation.

Improvements in the above areas can be achieved by adopting

one or a combination of the following approaches:

1. A better quantification of force coefficients, such as

for conditions complicated by roughened members and

noncircular cylindrical members.
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2. . hetter de.scription of the complex conditions by

intcoduciag additional force terms or separate

fiuoeulations, such as for vortex-induced lift forces,

i,.ar-surface wave slamming forces, and cyclic buoyancy

focces. This would require the addition of more terms

to the original Morison Equation.

3. A better characterization of the fluid-structure

kinematic conditions that are complicated by influences

such as inclined members, vibrating and compliant

:.;tructure motions, and breaking wave conditions. This

effort Ls likely to result in better ways of

'-haracterizing the wave orbital velocities and

accelerations for use in the Morison Equation.

As discussed in Section 4, due to numerous wave force

studies worldwide, some progress has been made toward a better

understanding of the above complex wave-loading conditions.

However, much research effort is still needed in terms of both

theoretical and experimental endeavors, until a more reliable

characterization of these conditions can be achieved.

Task 2

The second task deals with the complex conditions that are

associated with assemblages of structural elements. This task

includes the same list of complications that are associated with

Task I, but represents an extra level of complexity, as we are
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now con, -red with the Additional influence of multiple members

of a structure, including wiav_ forces on structures with widely

separated elemneots, and on ttcuctkires with closely spaced

e lements.

Ccinplex structur-es, such as template-type platforms, consist

of a conglom(eration of multiple vertical, horizontal and inclined

members and a 7e, at any given instant, subject to widely

cilU ferinq force inputs, with naein line with the principal wave

direction, and some transverse to iL; -;ome at the wave frequency,

and some not. The p:ictuttj is further coinolicated by the mutual

intaerterences of neichboririg members and the time-wise and

spatial random variation of the sea itself.

This task is primarily concectned with global. force

computations on tbe ontice global structure Such that research

results obtained from Task 1 that .-ire associated with single

structural elements may riot be dicectly applicable to this case.

Sopa rate or parallel research efforts, such as those in Task 1,

acle needed untiL the separate influenkes olh different complex

conditions can be ful ly qhuant if ied

"L'he lchird tarsk cen(-;cns cesearch needs to obtain better

charcct Lrization off t-ie lime domvc a-il~si, method of computing

',iave forces on -ompl .tricl-urv.s. Ph is task is particularly

conckec~wd with !-he tr!)nporal character .z-ation of wave forces

inctidinq uinsteady LL(;ws, and determiriistic and nondeterministic
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descriptions of wave forces on structures in time-space, force

dimensions. Part of the problem that needs attention is similar

to that discussed in Task 2, in that, due to time-wise and

spatial variation throughout the entire global structure, the

fluid flow condition is quite unsteady and complicated. The

complications are a result of a mixture of multiple influences of

inline and transverse forces; different force inputs from wave

components with different wave directions and frequencies; the

nonlinear variation of forces due to nonperiodic waves and other

random variations of the sea surface; and the variation of force

coefficients throughout wave cycles. It is likely that the

complexity of the situation can reduce the total predicted loads

on the entire structure considerably from the levels that would

exist if all members behaved uniformly at a single instant, such

as assumed in the conventional pseudo-static design wave method.

Research efforts are needed to develop better descriptions of

this temporal characterization problem.

The other part of the problem in this task deals with deep

water or compliant structures, where the time-dependent

properties of wave forces coupled with the dynamic response

characteristics of the structure becomes important. Some of this

class of structures are designed to respond compliantly to the

motion of sea waves, such as tethered floating platforms and deep

water guyed towers. For all these cases, the relative velocities

between symmetrical elements and fluid particle motions are
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affected by the dynamic response to a certain degree. The

response will then, in turn, influcnce the flows and wave forces

in various interactive ways. It has been discussed in the

previous section on hydroelastic interaction that the

conventional way of handling stch a condition is by adopting the

linear relative velocity hypothesis. This hypothesis has a major

influence on the calculation of structural resonse if the

structure responds dynamically to the fluid excitation. Research

to clarify this aspect of fluid-structure interaction is of great

importance.

Task 4

The Courth task of research efforts for improving the

Morison Equation deals with its applications to comrute wave

forces in the frequency domain. T his task pa[ i_ arly concerns

the spectral characterization of wave forces including

descriptiors of wave forces on structures necessary .'or long-term

Fotigue and dynamic response studies. In a sroectral wave force

analysis, structure responses are computed f[rom a sea surface

frequency spectrum by way of a force transter function, utilizing

,i ,0-iwe Corce theory such as the Morison Equation (Pierson and

Holmes, 1965; Borgman, 1967). ThiS sptctra method automatically

provides a full statistical description of loads and responses.

The method can also be expanded to include directional spreading

information by adopting the directioial spectra concept.
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In jeneral, the linear random wave theory based on a

spectcu:a off surface elevation and a multi-variate Gaussian

cocess Cor particle kinematics provides a uood first order model

Ior seCiLylng the wave field incident on an offshore structure.

Howtver, .xtnsions of the model are probably required if the

Low within the free surface is to be properly represented for

Steep wAvs (Holmes and Ticke LI, 1979). There is also a need to

extend the Morison Equation to deal with the combined action of

forces components in-line and transverse to the instantaneous

flow dir,2ction.

Research is also needed toward a generalization of the

theoretical framework underlying spectral analysis by including

the possibility of handling nonlinear wave and force effects.

Task 5

This task involves items leading to improvements of the

probabilistic wave force computation method which recognizes the

random environment of a natural sea, and treats wave forces as

statistical rather than deterministic quantities. The Mor-sun

Equation is recast in the form of a relationship which relates

the stochastic wave kinematics to the resulting, stati~sically

distributed forces on structural elements. The force

coefficients are also treated as statistical parameters. It

appears feasible to include the directional spreading of the real

seaas well, and even to extend it beyond the computation of wave

forces alone by including dynamic structural response. However,
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much research effort is needed to overcome difficulties in

attempting to determine the joint probability distribution of

forces acting simultaneously at multiple members of a complex

structure.

The forin of probabilistic wave force determinations which

show great promise is the conditional similitude of random waves.

In these analyses, the first problem is to determine a wave

spectrum that characterizes a particular problem. Research is

presently under way to determine the most probable extreme time

series which miyht occur within the constraints of this design

wave spectrum (Borgman, 1980). The specific time series with

high probabilities of occurrences can then be used with a Morison

Equation-type analysis to determine extreme wave forcesI

associated with the design storm. This work is relatively new,

and shows great promise for advancing the use of the Morison

Equation in both extreme and normal design conditions.

In addition to the relatively new area of conditional

similitude for random waves, work is under way to develop a

nonlinear directional transfer function between wave kinematics

and the resulting forces on the structures. This transfer

function is based on a form of the Morison Equation. The major

emphasis of the research is put upon the deielopment of spectral *
techniques which permit the simultaneous utilization of both

nonlinear wave characteristics (which are nondispersive), and the

realistic directional propagation and interference of these
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nonlinear waves. Research in this area has the potential

opportunity of providing the designer with a method for applying

the Morison Equation to a real characterization of ocean

kinematics. The results of this work are likely to have

substantial impact in improving the quality of the design of

future offshore structures.

Task 6

Upon successful characterizations of complex wave-structure

conditions, and different design frameworks in the temporal,

spectral and probabilistic domains, improvements and extensions

of the Morison Equation and the development of the Unified Wave

Force Theory cannot be completed without a better quantification

of the empirical force coefficients, consistent with the results

of the five previously cited tasks.

As discussed in the previous section on force coefficients,

considerable uncertainty still exists in the selection of the

appropriate force coefficients for design. The main difficulties

of this task include the inherent complexity of the loading

mechanisms; the scaling barrier that exists between the low

Reynolds number conditions normally attainable in the laboratory

and the turbulence of full-scale conditions; and the variability

and randomness of the particle kinematics in the real seas for

which force determinations are required.
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Due to the apparent scaling barrier problem of most

laboratory facilities, wave force data are deficient in the

supercritical and postcritical Reynolds number range, where most

of the full-scale wave structure conditions exist. Full-scale

measurements at sea are clearly needed, for they avoid the

problem of extrapolating from smaller scale test data. Such

experiments will also automatically include the influences of all

the elements of real seas that one cannot simulate fully in

laboratories. An important drawback of prototype scale

measurements is that the inherent inter-relations of different

physical elements and phenomena have to be unravelled before the

nondimensional force coefficients can be determined. An example

is the importance of simultaneous measurements of wave force data

and the local particle kinematics, so that the complexity of the

force data would not be complicated by the added uncertainty of

having to derive particle kinematics from wave theories of

unknown accuracy.

Laboratory measurements are also important in that they can

provide insight into the separate influences of all the relevant

complicitions of wave force loading by way of idealized models

under controlled conditions.

In Section 3 of this report, the problum oi determining the

appropriate values of the drag, virtual mass, and transverse

(lift) coefficient values for varying design conditions was

described in detail. It was pointed out that recent attempts to
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identify the parameters which govern these coefficients have

shown better promise. In limited ranges of the Reynolds and

Keulegan-Carpenter numbers, this parameterization has been rather

successful. However, much more work is necessary to develop a

complete description of the variation of the force coefficients

in conditions which presently defy appropriate parameterization.

This work needs to be directed at extending the list of

dimensionless parameters which control the behavior of the force

coefficients, as well as determining the relationship between

governing parameters and coefficient values. Most of the

research will be based upon extended laboratory work

Areas that are particularly in need of more data are those

that are affected by: surface roughness, interference from

neighboring members, inclined members, vibrating or compliant

members, and irregular member geometries and shapes.

Descriptions of the cause of the complications for these

conditions have been discussed in the previous section on the

extension of the Morison Equation. With the achievemert of

better characterizations of the above complicated conditions,

this knowledge should be used fully as a guidance toward better

planning of future wave force experiments, both in laboratories

and at sea, and in interpreting the test results in determining

their reliability and applicability.
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Upon the availability of data from more major wave force

measurement programs (such as the Ocean Test Structure Experi-

ment, the Conoco Test Structure Experiment, the Christchurch Bay

Tower Experiment, etc.) which have extended the measurements to

more complex conditions at sea, and the abundance of laboratory

wave force experiments in coiitrolled conditions, it seems that a

timely effort would be to seek a collaborative and systematic ef-

fort to distill all the data in order to produce more appropriate

and reliable force coefficients consistent with updated force

formulations Such as the Unified Wave Force Theory.

5.4 Research Needs-to Improve tne Description of Wave

and Current Kinematics

This report is devoted to examining the Morison Equation.

Strictly speaking, the subject of wave and current kinematics is

beyond the scope of this project. If our understanding of these

kinematics was complete, then the present version of the Morison

Equation would produce much more reliable results than is

presently possible. However, our ability to provide appropriate

values of wave and current kinematics is presently so limited as

to cause this to be a major source of error in all design and

research applications of the Morison Equation.

it appears likely that future couufaerciel and Naval fixed

ocean structures will be located in increasingly deeper waters.

This will cause our .1ack of understanding of wave and current
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kinematics to be even more significant in limiting our ability to

determine the forces on these structures through the use of the

Morison Equation or its successor. Furthermore, many of the deep

ocean structures are to be compliant, and will require good

description of the relative motions of the fluid and structure as

well. For these reasons, it is significant to briefly mention

the major areas of wave, current and structure kinematics which

can be improved by future research.

Figure 5.3 shows the general categories and individual

subjects which represent important research needs to improve the

description of wave and current kinematics. There are three

general categories:

1. Better characterization of the wave field;

2. Better characterization of nonwave water column

motions; and

3. Interactions (including characterization of the motions

of the structure)

The individual topics organized within these three categories are

discussed below.

5.4.1 Better Characterization of the Wave Field

Although much work has been done in studying ocean waves,

this area is so important and complex as to require much more

research. Many aspects of ocean waves remain poorly studied and

deserve future work. The aspects of ocean wave research which

are likely to have most impact on developing more reliable
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application of the Morison Equation are discussed in the

following sections.

* Velocities and Accelerations

In Section 3.5 of this report, the subject of wave

kinematics was treated. It was pointed out that a normal

procedure for estimating wave velocities and accelerations is to

select an appropriate wave theory to compute the orbital motions

from a design wave height or from data on the sea surface

elevation history. Figure 3.8 shows one mapping of appropriate

wave theories using the parameters H/T2 and h/T2 . It represents

one of many wave theory application maps which have been

developed. The different application maps result primarily from

differences in the criteria used to judge the performance of the

various wave theories. Laitone (1962) used a comparison based on

wave celerities. Taylor (1955) used agreement of the wave

surface profiles with qualitative observed data as his criteria.

Komar (1976) used as his criteria the desire to assign the widest

possible regions to the simplest wave theories, as well as

failure criteria based primarily on the free surface kinematic

boundary condition. Dean (1970) used the relative error in the

kinematic and dynamic free surface boundary conditions to index

the validity of the wave theories tested. He also points out

that good agreement of two theories in one parameter does not

assure agreement of other parameters. Dean illustrates this by

demonstrating that over an appropriate range of wave conditions,
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solitary wave theory and stream function wave theory satisfy the

kinematic free surface boundary condition exactly. Furthermore,

for an important range of wave conditions, Fifth Order Stream

Function Theory and Stokes Fifth Order Wave Theory provide good

fits for the dynamic free surface boundary condition. However,

when very high (tenth) order Stream Function Theory is used as an

arbitrary criteria to which the other theories are compared, all

theories show wide departures in several parameters.

Furthermore, when this same approach is used in estimating total

drag forces, he shows departures of approximately 1 percent for

solitary, Fifth Order Stokes and Fifth Order Stream Function

theories in intermediate water depths, and 5 to 30 percent in

shallow water conditions. When the higiher order stream function

theory is compared to Airy Wave Theory and Cnoidal Wave Theory,

differences as high as 105 percent in the prediction of total

drag forces result. Although the calculated wave forces are not

meant to judge the validity of the theories, these results

illustrate the difficulty faced by a designer in selecting an

appropriate wave theory. All this serves to illustrate the great

uncertainty that presently exists concerning the appropriate

selection of a wave theory to apply in calculating wave orbital

kinematics.

There is a dearth of oceanographic data which can be used to

appropriately evaluate the various wave theories. One paper, by

Thornton and Krapohl (1974) reports on an experiment conducted
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aboard the Naval Undersea Center oceanographic research tower at

San Diego, California in a water depth of 19 meters. Current

meters were located at difforent depths beneath a wave staff so

that simultaneous measurements of the sea surface and wave

kinematics were accomplished. The experiment showed that wave-

induced velocities were 2 to 4 percent greater than those

calculated by Linear Wave Theory. This one experiment

illustrates the validity of Airy Wave Theory under low wave

conditions, and also illustrates a class of field experiments

that are necessary to fully define the range of applicability for

the various wave theories under real ocean conditions.

Another study by Forristall, et al. (1978) compared measured

storm wave kinematics with results of wave theories. Although

significant over-prediction of orbital velocities was noted for

both regular and irregular wave theories tested, they note that

composite linear wave theory can be brought within ten percent

agreement with direction spectral descriptions of the storm

conditions.

These two studies indicate how little is known about the

validity of wave theories in predicting in-ocean wave kinematics.

Much more field experimental work is needed before the range of

applicability of existing wave theories can be fully specified.
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* Kinematics of Breaking Waves

The above discussed difficulties in understanding the

celationship between actual wave kinematics and the various wave

theories which might be used to predict them, is related to an

even more intense problem. This problem lies in describing the

kinematics of breaking waves. All wave theories previously

discussed in this report are developed from assumptions of

symmetric wave shapes and nonbreaking conditions. However, as a

major use of the Morison Equation is determining the maximum wave

forces likely to be applied to an ocean structure, our lack of

under-ctanding of the kinematics of breaking we--s severely limits

the validity of these estimates.

Recent analytic work by Longuet-Higgins (1976), Longuet-

Higgins and Cokelet (1976), and Cokelet (1979) have produced a

series of numeric expressions for asymmetric steep surface waves

and breaking waves. They have shown that unlike low and moderate

amplitude conditions, where the orbital velocities are a small

fraction of the phase speed, the orbital velocities in breaking

waves can exceed the phase speed of the wave. Furthermore, in

breaking waves, accelerations approaching 1 g are predicted. In

addition, a significant difference in the phase of maximum

velocity and maximum acceleration has been demonstrated by the

previously cited authors as well as Thornton et al. (1976) and

Kjeldsen and Mirhaug (1979).
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The applications of experimental or theoretical descriptions

of breaking waves in developing estimates of forces on ocean

structures is briefly treated by Watanabe and Horikawa (1974) and

Peregrine (1979). The latter author points out that the

theoretical study of breaking waves is in its infancy. Although

the analytic work cited above is showing promise, the application

of this analytic work to design algorithms for ocean structures

has not signil.icantly developed. Therefore, we can conclude that

additional research in the area of analytic, laboratory, and

field studies to describe the actual kinematics of breaking waves

in deep water is an important area of future research.

Furthermore, the application of these studies to determinations

of forces on ocean structures is also a vital area for future

research. This problem will be complicated by the need to

include impact forces on structural members that are only

partially submerged. This may involve extending or rewriting the

basic Morison Equation.

* Nonlinear Wave Current Interactions

In addition to the previously discussed areas for research

to better understand wave mechanics, it is Lmportant to point out

that normal design procedure utilizing the Morison Equation for

conditions where ocean structures are attecOed by the combined

action of 'qaves and currents is to linearly superimpose the two

flow fields. However, this is known to create errors as a result

of tgnorinq the nonlinear interactions between currents and
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waves. For simple monochromatic waves propagating parallel to a

steady uniform current with zero velocity gradient, the

relationship between changes in the wave length and celerity with

current speeds are linear and easily demonstrated. However, as

pointed out by Thomas (1979), the effect of this uniform current

on the wave amplitude is not readily predicted as the amplitude

is an independent parameter. The situation becomes much more

complex, and much more poorly understood, when the realistic

condition of random waves propagating on turbulent currents which

are nonuniform and unsteady. Although aspects of this problem

have been studied by Longuet-Higgins and Stewart (1961), Whitham

(1974), Perigine (1976, 1979), Lighthill (1967), Longuet-Higgins

(1975), Dalrymple (1973), Sarpkaya (1955, 1957), and others,

progress has been limited. At present, analytic results are only

available for laminar conditions with zero or one-dimensional

linear velocity gradients to the slowly varying currents.

As the nonlinear interactions between real ocean current and

wave fields cause significant changes in the wave characteristics

as well as the kinematics which produce forces on ocean

structures, this subject is identified as an area very much in

need of further research.

o Short-Crested and Directional Waves

Design waves are generally treated as two-dimensional long-

crested waves propagating without change in shape. The real sea

is known to be characterized by a complex pattern of intersecting
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wave trains producing an unsteady interference pattern in time

and space. Directional wave spectral techniques permit a

statistical description of the surface wave field and of the wave

kinematics which can be applied to ocean structures via a

modified Morison Equation, used as a transfer function. However,

the act~ial use of direct tonal spectra deoends upon adequate

measurement and prediction of the wave fields. In conducting

these measurements, the effect of the response function of the

transducer array must be considered. In all cases, a large

number of transducers aoe required to accomplish a relatively low

level of resolution for the directional distribution of wave

spectral components. This has very much limited the use of

directional spectra use in design work. A newer technique

develorad from the maximum likelihood method (Okley and Lozow,

1977) promises to produce better results in relating field

measurements of sea conditions to forces generated on structures.

However, this technique is relatively new and will require much

additional work before it can be routinely used in design

analysis.

The problem of fully describing short--crested and

directional waves is vital to rt_-.a development of procedures for

pre.dicting wave forces on ocean sr-ructures. Common usage today

frequentLy ignores this problem. However, there is an increasing

base of unofficial data which suggests that the neglecting of the

directional aspect of wave forces is a primary source of the
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overconservatism in offshore structural design. A promising area

for work to help alleviate these problems lies in developing

techniques that combine both the nonlinear behavior of ocean

waves with a recognition of their directional behavior. Such

work permits much more accurate estimates of wave kinematics to

be used in calculating wave forces.

5.3.2 Better Characterization of Nonwave Water Column Motions

The effects of currents on ocean structures are often

treated in very generalized manners by platform designers.

However, as platforms and structures become more complex, and as

they are designed for deeper water, the need to accurately treat

the torces developed by currents becomes more important.

In a previous section of this report, i brief description

was given of a problem created by nonlinear interaction of the

wave field with unsteady nonuniform currents. At present our

understanding of the spatial and temporal distribution of

currents in the Continental Shelf and deeper regions of the ocean

is very limited. This is particularly true for extreme events

(storms) where currents can become significant contributors to

the overall forces acting on a platform as well as having

significant nonlinear effects on the wave field. Basic field

studies and analytic studies are needed to produce a better

understanding of the currents and current profiles characteristic
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of various ocean zones before this information can be applied to

the design of ocean structures.

In addition to the problems in understanding the general

distribution of currents in Continental Shelf and deep ocean

areas, there is a great paucity of information on the turbulence

chdracteristics of various oceanic flows. It appears likely that

the future development of commercial fixed platforms, as well as

the possible development of Naval fixed platforms, will require

designs for great water depths. Under these conditions, the

oscillatory flows caused by wave orbital motions will be

supplemented by oscillatory tiows acting over the deep portions

of the structures as a result of turbulence. Therefore, analytic

and field studies on the mechanism of oceanic turbulence

generatiun, its relationship to various current profiles, and its

effects in generating forces on structures is clearly needed.

Distribution of ocean currents and their related turbulence

characteristics are also strongly affected by density

stratifications within the ocean. In earlier times when fixed

structures in the ocean were located in relatively shallow water,

the effect of this density stratification could generally be

neglected. However, as ocean structures invade into deeper

regions, it becomes important to understand the spatial and

temporal distributions of water mass stratifications so that the

relationship between the vertical distribution of water masses

and the vertical distributions of currents can be predicted.
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Normal engineering design practice ignores the possibility for

opposed current flows at different depths. These opposed

cu~rrnts cdfn, in some cases, have complicated effects on the wave

I ield and wave kinematics. In other cases, they can result in a

:ignificant difference in force concentrations on a deep water

s tru c tu re.

In addition, the relationship between ocean density

gradients and internal waves has been well studied. However,

very little is known about the relationship between internal

waves and Eorces on ocean structures. These subjects are

possible aruas for future research.

5.4.3 Interactions

In the preceding two sub-sections of this report, the

interactions o[ various wave components with each other and with

various current components have been discussed. However, it is

important to point out that structure designers must also

consider the area of relative motions. This third area involves

the actual motion of the structure under wave forces. Little

consideration was given to this problem in the early days of

ocean platform design, as the structures were relatively rigid

and in shallow water. However, with the design of deepwater

platforms and guyed structures (e.g., guyed tower and tension leg

structures), the relative motion of the platform becomes

significant. Thus, the nonlinear combination of wave kinematics,

current kinematics, and platform kinematics needs to be
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adequately defined. Perhaps the most important area of these

interactions lies in understanding the effect of combined

boundary layers in producing drag forces about structural

inembrs. The presence of a thin wave-orbital ooundary layer is

known Co affect the boundary layer related to the slowly varying

cuce riL. This effect is nonl inear and pourly understood. Hence,

it is .- commended that research be designed to undertake the

study of nonlinear interactions between wave, current, and

structural motions resulting in better understanding of boundary

layer behavior in the generation of forces on structural members.

5.5 Basic Fluid -Dnamic Research Needs

Currently, the basis for all design algorithms in

engineering practices lie in those studies which develop rigorous

physical explanation for natural phenomena. As the intention of

this report is to guide the Navy's effort in developing research

to : cpand our capabilities in analyzing wave forces on

structutes, it is important to briefly include some statements

concerning basic research needs. However, these basic research

needs are considered to be somewhat remotely related to direct

;eiplications to the Morison Equation itself. Results produced in

these research areas may take many years to acquire, and

additional time will be needed to enter then into design level

algorithms. As a result, an exploratory treatment is given to

these subjects below.
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In general, we can identify two major areas of basic

research needs. One area consists of fundamental studies into

subjects which will increase our understanding of how various

fluid flow phenomena affect the generation of forces on ocean

structures. These understandings can then be used to better

determine significant modifications to the Morison Equation or in

obtaining a better picture of the parameters which control the

coefficients used in the Morison Equation. The second area of

basic research involves work leading to developing a more

comprehensive approach to the subject of forces on ocean

structures. it is well accepted, and has been documented in this

report, that the Morison Equation represents a primitive

expression for the total forces acting on ocean structures. One

of its original intents was to stimulate more comprehensive work.

It is very clear that this primitive relationship must eventually

be replaced by a more comprehensive design tool. These areas of

basic research effort are discussed in the following section.

5.5.1 Fundamental Phenomena of Wave Forces Acting on a

Cylinder in Periodic Flow

A major source of the uncertainties in applying the present

Morison Equation, as well as in developing an understanding for

the sometimes erratic behavior of the force coefficients, results

from the fact that very little analytic work has been devoted to

rigorously describing the natures of oscillating flows around

cylinders. Beyond some initial solutions to a few ideal cases,
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there is a void with respect to appropriate analytic expressions

to fully describe the progressive development of the boundary

layer structure, wake structure, and overall flow disturbance

resulting from time-dependent flows around cylinders. Work in

this area will be painstaking, and progress can be expected to be

slow. It is hoped that analytic solutions developed as a result

of this basic research effort will permit us to gain insight into

describing the "fluid memory" of oscillatory flows. In brief,

"fluid memory" is the change in fluid turbulence structure caused

by the boundary layer and wake structure flowing past a

cylindrical structural member. As the flow reverses, these

patterned and unpatterned elements of the turbulence can be

advected back past the structural member. Under these

conditions, the fluid behavior, which developed during the

preceding cycle, strongly influences the development of the

boundary layer, vortices, and wake during the next wave cycle.

It is unlikely that a complete description of this

phenomenon can result from field or laboratory work. Certainly,

some specially designed experimental work can provide insights to

the theoreticians studying this problem. However, the actual

development of quantitative expressions to describe the behavior,

kinematics, and dynamics of oscillating flow about structural

members will depend on advancements in mathematical fluid

dynamics.
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5.5.2 More Basic Analysis of Wave Force-s on Ocean Structures

Finally, we must point out that although the Morison Equation

has functioned as a very effective design tool, work should

proceed on more fundamental analyses of the generation of forces

on ocean structures so as to produce a more refined method. As

pointed out by Lighthill (1979), the Morison Equation

fundamentally forces all users to consider that all forces

associated with the irrotational part of the flow to be

summarized by the inertia coefficient (CMj) and all forces

associated with the rotational portion of the flow to be

summarized in the drag coefficient (CD). In the first

approximation, these coefficients produce unifying results.

However, there are nonlinear components of the force associated

with the irrotational flow and vice versa. It appears that a

more refined design algorithm can result from a more complete ard

perceptive analysis of the fundamental momentum equations of

motion resulting in a more exhaustive list of force terms and

coefficients which might be empirically evaluated. Such a

reformulation has the potential of producing coefficients which

can be better related to fundamental parameters.

A further extension of basic research could involve the

development of numerical solutions of the momentum equations of

motion for fluid flows on ocean structures. Although such a

technique is liable to be exhaustive in its development and the

results may require extensive numerical programming for each
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differing application, it has the potential of producing more

reliable results and more fundamental insights than the Morison

Equation Method. Such a numerical solution may be of high value

for very specialized structures in complex ocean environments.
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6.0 EVALUAI [ON OF RESEARCH N'EDS

[n the pcevious ;;cction, we have QxdIMinud a list of

>O t n ri, L reih resubjects. All o these research drec:as are

,_u.bL.e ui ,ruv/ tiny substantial contriibutions to the design

LCI ctices LI uoltIJt i fl9 waVQ fotces on oL Lshoce structUres. This

;e(t ion of tie! r wJOr OFicr an evaliilat on of these potential

rLe,.icch t( pt-S in I ght -I- the pecilic neceds of the Navy Civil

EI~n t. e r ' nrboCrtor y. Before this4 eva [uation is discussed, it

if t I I, e o nc .t J C ) -. S !, I1 rd , l ,ms oL NCEIL with Lespect

to ts : ,;t ,nd ti -ktiCJ 17oLe in tlie des iiri o[ Naval offshore

-itructici~fs. At the wki;:1 7 jenecal level, two tasks should be

consileced by NCE,:

I. p)datingJ oi the Navy's o-Lshore structure wave force

iesin aLjorittrs to bring its standat:ds in line with

curr--nt commercial ocean engineering practice;

2. Provide encouragement, organization, and funding of

research designed to improve the present methods of

computing wave forces on structures via one or more of

the existing forms of the Morison Equation, as well as

supporting basic research aimed at studying the

fundamental principles upon which a more complete wave

force design algorithm can be based in the future.

These two general tasks or missions can be

characterized as two different forms of activities.

These activities are illustrated in Fig. 6.1. The
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compilation and conversion of existing design

information and data from the research literature to

design guidelines code suited to the specific needs of

the Navy represents a development effort. The

encouragement, organization, and funding of new

research to improve the existing state of the Morison

Equation or its eventual replacement, is shown on this

figure as a research effort.

Task I

Sections 3 and 4 of this report have demonstrated how the

original Mlorison Equation has been modified in order to both

increase the validity of its results, as well as to apply it to a

wider range of circumstances beyond which it was originally

intended for use. The result is that there is really no standard

torm of the Morison Equation which is used in all design

applications in today's practice. Not only has the original form

of the equation undergone numerous modifications, but a

Substantial body of knowledge has developed concerning the

appropriate selection of force coefficients for use in specific

problems. Some of these modifications and procedures for

selecting the force coefficients have been published. However,

much of the other data used in specific design problems is held

as proprietary information by commercial design firms and the

petroleum industry. Our discussions with personnel from NCEL

indicates that the Navy is concerned about their design



procedures lagging behind those of industry (Ward, 1980).

Therefore, it appears that the most immediate need facing NCEL is

to develop an up-to-date design procedure for computing wave

forces on ocean structures. Such a development effort should

stress the Navy's special needs to produce structures which are

more perceptively and efficiently designed than those which

characterize the offshore petroleum industry.

Task 2

Beyond the immediate need for the above-described develop-

ment effort, there are several important research efforts which

should be considered by the Navy. These research efforts are not

considered to be able to produce an immediate return to the Navy.

However, NCEL should play a key role in directing those areas of

research which best advance the Navy's specific needs.

There are several specific areas of research which deserve

high priority for encouragement and support. In general, these

can be divided into relatively short-term efforts and relatively

long-term efforts. The major output from the relatively short-

term efforts is directed toward improving the present body of

knowledge used with the Morison Equation. The major output of

the relatively long-term efforts is directed at developing more

fundamental knowledge concerning the fluid dynamics of

ocean/structure interactions. This research is likely to result

in a different and more comprehensive algorithm for computing

wave forces on ocean structures.
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* Short-Term Research

The relatively short-term efforts have been described in the

first two portions of Section 5 of this report. The highest

priority goes to research aimed at improving the state of

knowledge about ocean wave kinematics.

1. Wave Kinematics

The subject of ocean wave kinematics remains the most

important area where research advances will contribute most

profitably to the present utilization of the Morison Equation.

!Research is needed to answer the question of how to include both

the nonlinear and directional behavior of real waves in an

analytical or statistical description of ocean waves and wave

kinematics. Research in this area will lead to better methods

for characterizing real-wave kinematics, which then can be input

to the force predicting equations. The results are likely to

Lpermit significant refinements to be made in design procedures.

Research has been discussed in Section 5 concerning the use

of the Morison Equation as a spectral transfer function between

waves and forces on ocean structures. However, much more work is

aeeded before reliable nonlinear directional transfer functions

between wave kinematics and the resulting forces can be

developed. Such work would probably have i's yreatest impact on

fatigue studies, but might also be linked with results from

studies on conditional similitude of random directional seas for

use in extreme wave force predictions.
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Research concerning breaking, irregular and asymmetric wave

kinematics has been briefly discussed in Section 5 of this

report. Recent advances in these areas show that appropriate

representations of these real-wave conditions result in

descriptions of the resulting kinematics which depart markedly

from thu results of earlier wave theory. As these forms of waves

are often associated with extreme storm events, it is obvious

that developing better descriptions of their kinematics will

produce more reliable estimates of design wave forces.

2. Parameterization of Force Coefficients

The second major area of relatively short-term research is

directed at further work on the parameterization of the force

coefficients used with the various forms of the Morison Equation.

Section 3 of this report has discussed recent contributions in

this area which have proved valuable to designers by providing a

quantitative method of estimating the values of the force

coefficients in various ranges of the Reynolds and Keulegan-

Carpenter numbers. However, there are certain Keulegan-Carpenter

and Reynolds number regimes where work to date has failed to

produce satisfactory predicting relationships. In particular is

the Keulegan-Carpenter number range from about 10 to 20 which has

been discovered to produce ambiguous results because of complex

vortex action, and the high Reynolds number range (Re > 106)

where data is very much lacking. Therefore, further work in this
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I
area is recommended by conducting more wave force experiments in

the field as well as in the laboratory.

* Long-Term Research

The relatively long-term research priorities are more

difficult to establish. Significant basic research is generally

a highly creative area which if- often developed spontaneously as

a r:esult of work in allied areas. Work needed to extend or

develop an alternative to the present level of Morison-type

expressions is general[y centered in the area of basic fluid

dynamics. The highest priority goes to both experimental and

analytic work directed toward producing comprehensive analytic

and/or statistical representations of oscillating or wave flow

l,ast cylindrical obstructions. Surprisingly little work is

available on this subject in the present research literature.

he effects of boundary layer-wake interactions need to be more

t.0oroughly researched. A description is badly needed of the

memory effects which result when the boundary layer-wake

structure ol one half of a wave cycle is washed back over the

cylindrical structure in the other half cycle.
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7.0 RECOMMENDED RESEARCH

7. 1 Persuect ive

The lreas of research needs that are discussed and evaluated

in the [Levious sections are all important efforts directed

Iowacd the general goal of improving our knowledge of wave

IorCCs, and toward the specific goal of improving the design

process foL Javal off'1ore structures.

In developing the following recommended research, our focus

has been on the specific goal of improving the wave force design

process through improvements to the Morison Equation. These

cecommendattons are based on our understanding of the Navy's

objectives and resources pertaining to the design of offshore

structures.

7.2 Recommendation #1

Our ficst recommendation is for NCEL to engage in a

development, rather than research, effort. The Navy should

undertake revision and updating of its design guidelines and

practices for determining wave forces on offshore structures in

light of the present industrial standards. This undertaking will

be non-trivial, because much of the state of practice information

is maintained in a proprietary mode by design and petroleum

firms. Furthermore, much of this information, data, and methods

are unique to individual companies, and no universally accepted

method is available. Therefore, it would be the task of this

development effort to obtain as much information as possible
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concerning the practices and methods used by representative

industrial firms, and to synthesize this information into a

design guideline best fits the Navy's specific needs while

reflecting the most up-to-date approaches.

As the above development effort is to be pointed at the

Navy's specific needs, it appears warranted to support an effort

to develop a Unified Wave Force Formulation. Such a formulation

would be more comprehensive than the basic updating of the Navy's

wave force design guideiines in that it would include general

methods arid practices apLUIlicabLe to many types of fixed offshore

structuresi. Such a formulatin would require a comprehensive

integration of both research and design level information. It

would be of great use to the public as a whole in that it could

be made available to -- variety of iifterent-size firms working in

various areas related to the product ion of offshore structures.

Furthermore, such a formulation would provide a unified basis for

tLe verification and regulatory activities of other federal

agencies concerned with the construction, installation, and

operation of offshore platforms, both public and private.

7,3 Recommendation #2

The second area of research recommended for consideration b.

the Navy is that associated with improved descriptions of design

sea states and the associated water column kinematics. While

beyond the specific scope of this study, this effort is needed to

allow improvement of the overall design wave force process of
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which the Morison Equation is a part and to allow the input of

accurate water column kinematics to the Morison Equation or its

extens ions.

Again, thie initial thrust of this effort is recommended to

be directed toward perceptive utilization of existing and

currently being developed technology. Details on this research

have been outlined in Section 5.0. The research centers on

improved water velocity and acceleration predictions, including

three-dimensional effects, near surface effects, near breaking

and breaking wave effects, interactions of waves and currents,

kinematics characterizations in the time and spectral domains,

and simultaneous measurements of kinematics and forces.

In this area of research, it is recognized that it likely

will be necessary to conduct additional theoretical, laboratory

experimental, and field experimental studies to provide accurate

data and fill in gaps in existing technology. This becomes the

second thrust of this effort.

Of the many areas concerning appropriate definition and

description of wave kinematics, only a few can be adequately

studied in laboratory situations or through purely analytic

methods. The questions of adequate directional description of

wave and wave orbital motions affecting offshore structures, as

well as future analytic or statistical methods to better describe

these kinematics, all require detailed field measurement studies.

An opportunity appears to be avialable to NCEL for instrumenting
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an offshore structure and developing a high-quality data set

which can be made available to a number of researchers. The

immediate opportunity appears to be off the North Carolina coast

on the newly-installed Air Combat Maneuvering Range (ACMR)

platforms. Hfigh-resolution current meters and wave gauges have

been developed to a good degree of reliability. Deployment of

such instruments, along with automated system controller and data

logging equipment, is becoming routine in many offshore areas

being developed by commercial interests. Unfortunately, most of

the data developed by private industry is either of questionable

quality, high expense, or restricted access. On the other hand,

were NCEL to undertake a program of systematic data collection

from the ACMR platforms, it should be able to design the

instrument system, data format, and operating modes in such a way

as to provide many investigators, present and future, with a

high-quality data set with which t o work.

7.4 Recommendation #3

The third area of research recommended for consideration by

the Navy is that of basic research on fluid-structure interaction

6ynim1cs. This is a long-term research effort intended to lead

to development of new analytical models for prediction of wave

forces on offshore structures. In its initial thrust, this

effort would attempt to better understand and characterize the

P physics of water flow around structure elements in ocean

environments. Both experimental (laboratory and field) and
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analytical efforts would be required. The second phase of the

effort would be to develop those analytical models which would

describe the physics of water flow around structure elements in

ocean environments.

7.5 Recommendation #4

The fourth recommendation for consideration by the Navy is

that of directing work in these three areas of research. These

three areas of needed research are closely related. Given that

such research is undertaken, the work would be planned as an

overall effort, closely coordinating the efforts, progress, and

results in an efficient manner. This work also needs to be

carefully coordinated with similar efforts by academic and

industrial researchers. Such organized effort is important if

the research is to develop significant technology in a reasonable

period of time at a reasonable cost.
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8.0 CONCLUSIONS

8.1 Scope of Study

In the perspective of design of Naval offshore structures,

an assessment of the Morison Equation is provided in this study.

Specifically, this study has examined and provided technical com-

ments on the validity and applicability of the basic assumptions

upon which the Morison Equation rests, identified those operating

regimes where the equation is and is not applicable, and recom-

mended research which could result in improvements and extensions

to the Morison Equation, and in development of new methods of

analysis that would better fill the need for the Morison

Equation.

8.2 Application of the Morison Equation

It is the conclusion of this study that the Morison Equation

has proved to be a useful tool or model for computing design wave

forces on certain types of offshore structures, particularly of

offshore structures that are comprised of elements that are small

relative to the waves. Its future use seems assured, since per-

formance of offshore structures designed with the Morison Equa-

tion as an ingredient in the design process has been outstanding.

The Morison Equation must be viewed as a design-oriented model.

Further, it must be viewed as one part of an overall process

intended to develop design wave force descriptions on offshore
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structures. This study indicates that continued use of the

Morison Equation in the design of a given class of Naval offshore

stcuctuce is warranted.

8.3 Needed Research & Development

Three areas of research and development needs are identified

for Navy consideration in this study. These efforts can lead to

improvements in the Navy's engineering practice, as well as to

improvelcnts on the Morison Equation, or lead to a new

formul~ation or method of analysis filling the need for the

Morison Equation.

The first research area identified is the effort to update

the Navy's wave force design guideline in light of the current

improvements and extensions made to the original Morison

Equation. An associated primary research objective is to develop

a Unified Wave Force Formulation that will represent an orderly

and systematic design procedure or guideline which fully

recognizes the complex components of the general problem of

designing Naval offshore structures. The second research area

identified is the effort to improve descriptions of the sea state

and associated water column kinematics. The third research

effort identified is the need to improve basic research on fluid-

structure interaction dynamics.
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strutures. This study indicates that continued use of the

Morison Equation in the design of a given class of Naval offshore

stcuctuce is warranted.

8.3 Needed Research & Development

Three areas of research and development needs are identified

for Navy consideration in this study. These efforts can lead to

improvements in the Navy's engineering practice, as well as to

improvements on the Morison Equation, or lead to a new

formulation or method of analysis filling the need for the

Morison Equation.

The first research area identified is the effort to update

the Navy's wave force design guideline in light of the current

improvements and extensions made to the original Morison

Equation. An associated primary research objective is to develop

a Unified Wave Force Formulation that will represent an orderly

and systematic design procedure or guideline which fully

recognizes the complex components of the general problem of

designing Naval offshore structures. The second research area

identified is the effort to improve descriptions of the sea state

and associated water column kinematics. The third research

effort identified is the need to improve basic research on fluid-

structure interaction dynamics.
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8.4 Justification for Research

Research to improve the application of the Morison Equation

can be jitstified along two fundamental lines of reasoning:

1. In the 30 years since introduction of the Morison Equation,

the Naval offshore structures have been designed for and

installed in progressively more severe environments, in both

water depth and sea state intensity terms. A better and

more reliable wave force formulation is needed to assure

adequate and acceptable structural performance;

2. With the new development of more expensive offshore

structures, a better and more exact wave force formulation

is needed to reduce the sources of unwarranted conservatisms

in the design process and thus reduce the costs of the

structures.
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